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From the smartphone to the Hybrid car 
in someone’s garage, rare earth metals lurk 
everywhere. But as China, the world’s biggest 
producer, tightens its grip on its exportation 
of these rare earth metals, attention is being 
turned to finding new mines and ways of recy-
cling these metals.
Unless they have been purified, rare earth 
metals are actually called rare earth elements. 
They are actually not rare, however. They are 
found throughout the earth’s crust in trace 
amounts, making them expensive and diffi-
cult to mine.
There are 17 of these “rare” earth metals 
with the lanthanide series as the core, plus 
scandium and yttrium. These 17 are used in 
many things that people use daily.
Rare earth metals are found in many ev-
eryday products, including televisions, com-
puter displays and hard drives, iPods, hybrid 
cars, as well as the giant magnets in wind tur-
bines. They are also found in the medical field 
such as in lasers used on eyes and dental la-
sers. These rare earth metals are very efficient 
and can be made into very small objects, also 
helping to shrink some technology.
A research group at the U.S. Department 
of Energy’s Ames Laboratory is researching 
how to recycle these metals. The Materials 
Preparation Center also works with purify-
ing rare earth metals, and, in fact, has one of 
the highest purity ratings in Iowa. Scientists 
are working to research how to recycle these 
metals before they are gone forever.
The Ames Laboratory Materials 
Preparation Center purifies metal for re-
search purposes. Once the metals have had 
their impurities removed, they are sent out to 
other research centers to be tested for various 
purposes, such as their magnetic properties 
and other unique properties. In fact, some 
of the metal that the Materials Preparation 
Center has purified is in the Planck Satellite.
“There are no alternatives, only inferior 
substitutes,” said William McCallum, senior 
scientist in the department of materials and 
engineering physics at Iowa State, when re-
ferring to the importance of recycling rare 
earth metals.
Much of America’s technology is imported 
from the Asian continent, and those countries 
get their majority of rare earth metal from 
China.
China produces more than 95 percent of 
the rare earth metal that is incorporated into 
various things. Due to China’s population in-
crease and their increased usage of objects 
using rare earth metals, China is beginning to 
tighten its grip on how much of the rare earth 
metals are being exported.
This has caused an increased awareness 
in the American society. This has led America 
to begin finding and opening new mines such 
as the reopening of the Mountain Pass Mine 
in California.
“The rare earths are essential to the life of 
modern teenagers as they know it,” McCallum 
said.
Energy
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Campus
lOcal:
AgArts	to	host	
potluck	dinner	
fundraiser
AgArts will be hosting its first 
Local Wonders Potluck dinner to 
raise money for agricultural art 
projects.
The dinner will be an opportunity 
for artists to present their ideas 
and garner votes to earn money 
to fund their work.
AgArts is looking for any art 
proposal that embodies its idea 
of synthesizing agriculture and 
art, and to promote the Ames 
arts community.
The potluck will also feature 
a reading by author Michael 
Rosmann from his book, 
“Excellent Joy.”
The potluck will be Saturday 
at the Montebello Bed and 
Breakfast Inn at 7:30 p.m.
Artists should submit their pro-
posals to the AgArts website at 
agarts.eserver.org, or bring them 
straight to the event.
Daily Staff
Photo: John Andrus/Iowa State Daily
Students enjoy a picnic and the warm weather on Central Campus as the fall 
semester starts Monday. 
Photo: Katherine Marcheski/Iowa State Daily
Megan Colvin, Student Support Services Program adviser, hands out candy on 
Central Campus to help students like Ashley Berneman and Blair Gershenson, 
graduate students in education and leadership policy studies.
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The ISU help desk was located on Central Campus to answer questions and also hand out free 
apples and candy. Photo: Kendra Plathe/Iowa State Daily
Campus: Help desks hand out goodies
Daily SnapshotWeather | Provided by ISU Meteorology Club
Partly sunny, with a high 
near 90. 
Sunny, with a high near 
88.
Sunny, with a high near 
84. 
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WEDNESDAY
Welcome Back 
When: 
5:30 to 9 p.m.
What:
Visit the Workspace 
booth at the Student 
Activity Center’s 
kick-off event for 
the school year. Get 
freebies from local 
businesses and 
campus departments 
and find out how to 
get involved at Iowa 
State.
Where:
Great Hall,  
Memorial Union
Calendar
FRIDAY
City of Ames Welcome 
Back 
When: 
5 to 7 p.m.
What:
The Welcome Back 
event is an annual 
opportunity for ISU 
students to get to know 
Ames City Council 
members, ask ques-
tions about the city, 
and get information 
about city programs 
and services. There 
will also be games, 
prizes, music, etc.
Where:
Fire Station No. 2
SATURDAY
Derek Webb and  
Sandra McCracken 
When: 
8 to 10 p.m.
What:
Nashville singers/
songwriters  
perform in an 
intimate living-room 
setting.
Where:
Zeke’s live music, 
performing arts and 
community center
1942:
From New Year’s Eve 1941 into New Year’s Day 
1942, a severe winter storm dumped heavy 
snowfall from southwestern Iowa through the 
northeastern corner of the state.
fun
fact
Celebrity News
Notes and events.
Lindsay Lohan sues Pitbull 
over hit song
Lindsay Lohan is suing Pitbull 
for using her name in his song 
“Give Me Everything,” lawyer 
Stephanie Ovadia, who also 
represented Lohan in her 
lawsuit against E*TRADE, has 
confirmed to CNN.
A line from the song goes, 
“Hustlers move aside, so I’m 
tiptoein’, to keep flowin’ / I got it 
locked up like Lindsay Lohan.”
The actress is also lodging her 
complaint against Ne-Yo and 
Afrojack, who collaborated with 
Pitbull on the track.
The suit claims that “By virtue 
of [the song’s] wide appeal, 
condemnation, excoriation, 
disparaging or defamatory 
statements by the defendants 
about [Lohan] are destined to do 
irreparable harm.”
The suit alleges that the appear-
ance of her name in the song 
“causes [Lohan] to be associated 
and identified in connection with 
defendants.”
CNN Wire Staff
Police Blotter: Ames, ISU Police Departments The information in the log comes from the ISU and City of Ames police departments’ records. All those accused of violating the law are innocent until proven guilty in a court of law.
July 2
Yun Pan, 45, of 112 Hayward 
Ave., was arrested and charged 
with public intoxication (reported 
at 2:15 a.m.).
Tobias Torres, 22, of 504 Ash 
Ave., was arrested and charged 
with operating while intoxicated 
at 3600 block of Lincoln Way. 
He was transported to the Story 
County Justice Center (reported 
at 3:25 a.m.).
Ryan Grossman, 23, of 
Marshalltown, was arrested 
and charged with controlled 
substance violation (reported at 
5:17 a.m.).
Officers checked the welfare of 
an elderly man who had wan-
dered away from home at South 
Fourth Street and University 
Boulevard. The individual was 
reunited with a family member 
(reported at 7:02 a.m.).
Bradley Wilson, 20, of 111 
Sherman Ave., was arrested and 
charged with probation violation 
(reported at 11:10 a.m.).
Alejandro Castillo-Retana, 27, 
of Nevada, was arrested on an 
aggravated assault warrant held 
by the Ames Police Department 
at Hyland Avenue and Lincoln 
Way. He was transported to the 
Story County Justice Center 
(reported at 1:15 p.m.).
A resident reported receiving 
harassing text messages at 
University Village (reported at 
6:23 p.m.).
Kimberly Bettis, 47, of 180 
Fountain View, was arrested and 
charged with domestic abuse 
(serious) (reported at 10:51 
p.m.).
July 3
Jeremy Mobley, 27, of 217 
E. 12th St., was arrested and 
charged with public intoxication 
(second) (reported at 1:40 a.m.).
Eddie Williams, 25, of 3911 
Tripp St. #7, was arrested and 
charged with assault (serious) 
(reported at 2:50 a.m.).
Brent Schell, 26, of Nevada, 
was arrested and charged with 
operating while intoxicated and 
possession of an open container 
(reported at 4:10 a.m.).
Vehicles driven by Manhoi Hur 
and Miko Wilford were involved 
in a property damage collision at 
Mortensen Parkway and State 
Avenue (reported at 5:39 p.m.).
Officers and firefighters re-
sponded to a carbon monoxide 
alarm at Schilletter Village. The 
issue was referred to residence 
maintenance staff(reported at 
6:38 p.m.).
July 4
Kyle Einwalter, 28, of 129 Main 
St. #202, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxica-
tion (second) and possession 
of a controlled substance at 
the intersection of Lincoln Way 
and Beach Avenue. He was 
transported to the Story County 
Justice Center (reported at 2:09 
a.m.).
Lucas Ellis, 21, of Maxwell, was 
arrested and charged with inter-
ference with official acts (simple) 
and operating while intoxicated 
(second) (reported at 2:28 a.m.).
Jimmy Rodriquez, 20, of 4606 
Ontario St. #4, was arrested and 
charged with domestic abuse 
(serious) and assault (reported 
at 11:00 p.m.).
Long Truong, 18, of 246 N. 
Hyland Ave. #303, was arrested 
and charged with theft (fifth) 
(reported at 3:45 a.m.).
Andre Williams, 27, of 3125 
Grove Ave. #654A, was arrested 
and charged with possession of 
a controlled substance (reported 
at 4:00 a.m.).
An individual reported the theft 
of keys at the intersection of 
South 4th Street and University 
Boulevard (reported at 10:07 
p.m.).
An officer directing traffic 
reported two vehicles being 
driven in an unsafe manner at 
South 16th Street and University 
Boulevard (reported at 11:41 
p.m.).
Noah Sanderson, 31, of 
Beaman, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxication 
in Lot S1. He was transported to 
the Story County Justice Center 
(reported at 11:57 p.m.).
July 5
Nicole Menzel, 19, of Jefferson, 
was cited for underage posses-
sion of alcohol at the intersec-
tion of 13th Street and Haber 
Road (reported at 2:39 a.m.).
An officer assisted another 
agency with a criminal investiga-
tion at the Armory (reported at 
8:32 a.m.).
An individual reported the theft 
of a pistol from a pickup at Lot 
97. The incident occurred some-
time since 06/15/11 (reported at 
12:52 p.m.).
Chao Zhang, 20, of 4830 
Mortensen Rd., was arrested 
and charged with willful failure 
to appear (reported at 2:30 p.m.).
July 6
Michael Hansman, 33, of 104 
E. O’Neil St., was arrested and 
charged with public intoxication 
(second) and interference with 
official acts (simple) (reported at 
2:16 a.m.).
Zachariah Infanger, 38, of 
Nevada, was arrested and 
charged with having no driver’s 
license and operating while in-
toxicated (reported at 2:18 a.m.).
July 7
Laura Hulsart, 18, 1510 
Delaware Ave. #1, was arrested 
and charged with possession 
of alcohol — under legal age, 
possession of an open container, 
interference with official acts 
(simple), violation of protective 
order — contempt and operating 
while intoxicated (reported at 
1:04 a.m.).
Nathan Stiensta, 26, of 603 Lynn 
Ave., was arrested and charged 
with possession of an open 
container and providing alcohol 
to persons under 21 (reported at 
1:14 a.m.).
Brett Varce, 22, of Urbandale, 
was arrested and charged with 
public intoxication on the 4500 
block of Mortensen Road. He 
was transported to the Story 
County Justice Center (reported 
at 2:28 a.m.).
Nicholas Herr, 26, of Madison, 
Wis., was arrested and charged 
with public consumption (re-
ported at 2:30 a.m.).
Find out what’s going on, and share your event with the 
rest of campus on our website, at iowastatedaily.com.
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Artist Sarah Grant came to the Small Animal 
Clinic to install two carved and painted wooden 
sculptures and nine panels Friday.
“I decided we were going to do something 
like a totem pole where the animal and the vet 
are intertwined and become one,” Grant said 
about the sculptures that were being installed 
by the front entrance.
Her designs were inspired by talking to the 
veterinarians about their lives, knowing what 
the staff and students of the facility wanted the 
space to do, as well as history. People and their 
pets have a bond of love, she said.
“Anyone who would be coming [to the Small 
Animal Clinic] believes strongly in that rela-
tionship,” she said.
Grant wanted to show the animal kingdom 
in its entirety and not just small animals.
“Looking at animals from all parts of the 
world and all sorts of habitats might get your 
mind off the fact that your puppy is sick,” she 
said of the panels that adorned the wall in the 
waiting area.
Research for the art project started in late 
2010, and went on to the composition phase as 
Grant and employees of Sticks, an art company 
she founded, planned how they were going to lay 
out the panels, the drawing of which they com-
pleted this summer.
“The sculpture pieces were started the first 
of July and we’re just finished today,” she said.
All the time spent on the creation reaped the 
result she wished for.
“It’s exactly what I visualized,” Grant said.
Staff at the Small Animal Clinic was pleased, 
too.
“It is very impressive, with all the colors,” 
said Bronte Soss, night clerk at the clinic. “I 
would recommend other people to have Sticks 
do their designs.”
Upon being asked for suggestions for ISU de-
sign students, Grant said to take as many classes 
as possible on subjects completely unrelated to 
design.
“You’re going to be servicing people who are 
in different businesses and industries, and ev-
eryone’s home is different and everybody’s in-
terests are different,” she said.
The more you know about people and the 
activities in the world, the more you’ll be able 
to tell their stories, give messages or attain your 
objective through your design, she said.
“So don’t be afraid to take a class you think 
you might hate that has nothing to do with 
art,” Grant said. “Because it will feed in to your 
storytelling.”
Grant started Sticks, an art company that 
specializes in furniture, accessories and object 
art, in 1992.
“It is really interesting and exciting,” she said 
about being in the art business.
She is able to fulfill her dream of making art 
and understand her customers, business and 
marketing.
“We do a lot of work for specific people who 
have a specific request...” she said.
“I don’t know all the customers who are go-
ing to be coming to this vet school, and I don’t 
know all the people that work here, but I know 
that we made something that they’re going to 
enjoy,” Grant said. “And that’s really cool.”
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Design
Sticks artist completes project for Small Animal Clinic
Photo: Nick Nelson/Iowa State Daily
Sarah Grant, founder of Sticks, oversees installation of her art in the Small Animal Clinic in 
Veterinary Medicine on Friday.
By Krupali.Desai 
@iowastatedaily.com
ISU students may have 
noticed some connectivity is-
sues when trying to access the 
wireless Internet on campus 
Monday.
According to the 
Information Technology RSS 
feed, the ISU network was 
experiencing an extreme load 
and will continue to experi-
ence delays difficulties until 
the problem is solved.
Numerous students 
have vented their frustra-
tion via Twitter with re-
gards to the Internet issues, 
but IT Services has been 
noncommittal.
“So you have how many 
more thousand students 
this year isu & you didnt do 
anything to upgrade your 
internet?!?! #WTF,” said 
Packers4Life89.
Students also complained 
of the potential issue of not be-
ing able to complete online as-
signments and access online 
materials.
“Iowa state fix my in-
ternet dammit can’t do my 
pre lab without it,” said 
EvBdyLuvFrankie.
The Office of the Chief 
Information Office has not 
returned inquiries from the 
Daily.
Daily Staff
Campus connectivity 
concerns cause contention
Internet
Finance
President of rating agency 
S&P stepping down
By The Associated Press
NEW YORK — The president of Standard & 
Poor’s is stepping down, a decision coming only 
weeks after the rating agency’s unprecedented 
move to strip the United States of its AAA credit 
rating, according to reports published Monday.
The Financial Times and The Wall Street 
Journal reported that Deven Sharma will stay 
on as an adviser to S&P’s parent company, 
McGraw-Hill Cos., until the end of the year. 
They said S&P plans to make an official an-
nouncement Tuesday before the U.S. financial 
markets open.
The newspapers cite people familiar with 
the matter who say Sharma’s move was in the 
works well before S&P downgraded its rating on 
the U.S. to AA-plus on Aug. 5.
The Financial Times also said Sharma’s de-
cision to leave S&P was not due to recent reports 
that the Justice Department was investigating 
whether the agency improperly rated dozens of 
mortgage securities in the years leading up to 
the financial crisis in 2008. It said the move is 
the result of S&P splitting its data, pricing and 
analytics business from its ratings business.
Messages were left with S&P spokesmen 
seeking comment.
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By Mary Pemberton
The Associated Press
ANCHORAGE, Alaska — A 
woman put hot sauce in her ad-
opted 7-year-old son’s mouth 
not to punish the Russian boy for 
lying but to come up with sensa-
tional footage to get on the “Dr. 
Phil” self-help TV show, a pros-
ecutor argued Monday.
Jessica Beagley, 36, record-
ed the punishment on Oct. 21, 
2010 for a show segment titled 
“Mommy Confessions,” said 
prosecutor Cynthia Franklin. 
The Anchorage woman faces 
misdemeanor child abuse charg-
es stemming from the footage.
The eight-minute video 
shows Beagley confronting her 
son Kristoff about misbehav-
ing in school and lying, and then 
pouring hot sauce into the crying 
child’s mouth and not allowing 
him to spit it out for more than a 
minute.
The footage also shows 
Beagley forcing the screaming 
boy into a cold shower before 
sending him off the bed.
Under a city ordinance, that 
is child abuse, Franklin told the 
District Court jury in her closing 
argument. “There is no reason 
in the world why someone has 
to hurt a child to get on a reality 
show,” she said.
When the episode aired, 
it sparked public outrage in 
Russia, with some demand-
ing that Kristoff and his twin 
brother, who were both adopted 
by Beagley and her husband, be 
returned to their native country.
Franklin told the jury that it 
wasn’t Beagley’s first attempt to 
get on the “Dr. Phil” show.
She had seen a segment in 
April 2009 titled “Angry Moms” 
and contacted the show but heard 
nothing for a year and a half, 
Franklin said. The show eventu-
ally called to find out if Beagley 
was still angry, she said.
Beagley then submitted au-
dition videos, but was told they 
needed to see more than just yell-
ing at the children: 
That’s when Beagley got the 
flip-cam ready, made sure there 
was enough hot sauce on the shelf 
in the bathroom and recruited 
her 10-year-old daughter to shoot 
the video, Franklin said.
Days later, she was on her way 
to Los Angeles to be on the show, 
Franklin added.
“It is all about the show,” she 
said.
Utah
Missing mother’s journal 
pages promised in fight 
Prosecutor says 
mom punished her 
son to get on TV 
Abuse
Photo: Marc Lester/The Anchorage Daily News
Jessica Beagley appears in court on the first day of her trial on 
Wednesday. Beagley is charged with misdemeanor child abuse for 
her methods of disciplining her 7-year-old adopted son.
By Jennifer Dobner
The Associated Press
SALT LAKE CITY — The father of 
a Utah mother who has been missing 
for two years said Monday he will fight 
the release of pages from her diary. But 
the family of her husband Josh Powell, 
who is under a cloud of suspicion in her 
disappearance, said the pages show she 
had tried to commit suicide as a teen and 
could have walked away from her family, 
as they suspect.
The debate comes days after authori-
ties searched a sprawling network of 
abandoned mines outside Ely, Nev., but 
didn’t reveal any new evidence. The re-
newed interest into Susan Cox Powell’s 
disappearance comes as both families 
have publicly traded accusations over 
her fate.
Chuck Cox, Susan’s father, and Steve 
Powell, Josh’s father, argued loudly in 
front of reporters and television camer-
as in Puyallup, Wash., on Saturday. The 
families are scheduled to meet in court 
Tuesday, with Josh Powell requesting a 
restraining order against Cox.
The family of Josh Powell, whom au-
thorities have called a person of interest 
in his wife’s disappearance, is backing 
up assertions that Susan ran off with 
another man in December 2009, leaving 
her husband and two sons, by saying that 
pages from her diary prove she had a his-
tory of erratic behavior. The family ini-
tially released the documents to KTVX 
in Salt Lake City.
As sent to The Associated Press on 
Monday by Josh’s sister, Alina Powell, 
the two journal entries — seven hand-
written pages on what appears to be 
school notebook paper — details events 
from Susan’s life in 1996 and 1998. In the 
email, Steve Powell contends the docu-
ments prove, “Susan is a lot more vulner-
able emotionally than Chuck and Judy 
Cox would like people to believe.”
Cox objects to the release of informa-
tion from his daughter’s journals.
“They don’t have authority to do it,” 
he said. “If she is alive, which they claim, 
she then still maintains control over her 
writings, copyright wise. If they publish 
it, I’m prepared to take action. I have an 
attorney and we’re waiting.”
Cox said that the information already 
released by the Powells comes from 
when his daughter was a teenager.
In one passage, the television station 
reports, Josh Powell claims that Susan 
had written she had “taken 10 Ibuprofen” 
but then later stated she “wasn’t trying to 
kill herself.”
Steve Powell, according to the TV 
station, said this information shows 
“that Susan led a double-life from the 
time she was 13, 14, or possibly even 12.”
Cox said he believes Susan was about 
13 at the time of the incident, which his 
family recalls involving about six pills of 
the over-the-counter headache medica-
tion. Cox said his daughter was taken to 
an emergency room as a precaution, but 
was released. A health policy in place at 
the time required a social worker visit 
after such an incident, he said.
“They concluded that she was not 
suicidal,” he said. “In Steve’s mind, that 
proves that she was.”
In the journal entry about the inci-
dent, Susan wrote that she was repeat-
edly being asked if she had been trying to 
commit suicide. “No!!!” the journal entry 
states.
The AP could not independently 
verify the validity of the documents and 
Chuck Cox didn’t immediately return an 
email Monday evening.
West Valley City police Sgt. Mike 
Powell, who is not related to the Powell 
family, said Monday that police wouldn’t 
comment on the journal entries.
Susan Powell was last seen at her 
home on Dec. 6, 2009. She was reported 
missing the next day when she failed to 
show up for her job in West Valley City, 
Utah.
Alina Powell says her family has co-
operated with the FBI, and will continue 
to do so, but they have nothing new to 
contribute. She said the family allowed 
its Puyallup home to be searched last 
year without a warrant.
Authorities haven’t contacted the 
family for over a year “and we have sent 
things as recently as few months ago, 
when we think of thing that may be 
leads,” she said.
Alina Powell says her brother has 
already attempted to cooperate with 
police.
“Josh spoke extensively to police but 
when they began lying to him he said, ‘I 
guess I need an attorney.’ They haven’t 
called us since then. We haven’t seen or 
heard from the West Valley City police,” 
she said.
Photo: Trent Nelson/Iowa State Daily
Investigators from the West Valley City Police Department search abandoned 
mine shafts west of Ely, Nev., on Friday as part of the investigation into the 2009 
disappearance of Susan Powell.
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By Jacob Adelman
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES — Jerry Leiber, who 
with longtime partner Mike Stoller wrote 
“Hound Dog,” ‘’Jailhouse Rock,” ‘’Yakety 
Yak” and other hit songs that came to define 
early rock ‘n’ roll, died Monday. He was 78.
He was surrounded by family when he 
died unexpectedly of cardiopulmonary fail-
ure at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, said 
his longtime publicist, Bobbi Marcus.
With Leiber as lyricist and Stoller as 
composer, the team channeled their blues 
and jazz backgrounds into pop songs per-
formed by such artists as Elvis Presley, 
Dion and the Belmonts, the Coasters, the 
Drifters and Ben E. King in a way that 
would help create a joyous new musical 
style.
From their breakout hit, blues great 
Big Mama Thornton’s 1953 rendition of 
“Hound Dog,” until their songwriting took a 
more serious turn in 1969 with Peggy Lee’s 
recording of “Is That All There Is?” the pair 
remained one of the most successful teams 
in pop music history.
“He was my friend, my buddy, my writ-
ing partner for 61 years,” Stoller said. “We 
met when we were 17 years old. He had a 
way with words. There was nobody better. 
I am going to miss him.”
The two chronicled their lifelong part-
nership, which Leiber called “the longest 
running argument in show business,” in 
their 2009 memoir, “Hound Dog: The 
Leiber & Stoller Autobiography.” The pair’s 
writing prowess and influence over the 
recording industry as pioneering indepen-
dent producers earned them induction into 
the non-performer category of the Rock 
and Roll Hall of Fame in 1987.
“The music world lost today one of 
its greatest poet laureates,” said Terry 
Stewart, president of the Rock and Roll 
Hall of Fame and Museum. “Jerry not only 
wrote the words that everyone was sing-
ing, he led the way in how we verbalized 
our feelings about the societal changes we 
were living with in post-World War II life. 
Appropriately, his vehicles of choice were 
the emerging populist musical genres of 
rhythm and blues and then rock and roll.”
Recording Academy President Neil 
Portnow said Leiber and Stoller helped 
shape the music of the 1950s and ‘60s.
“Together, they were an extraordinary 
team that generated a rich and diverse 
musical catalog that leaves an indelible im-
print on our cultural history,” he said.
Leiber, who like Stoller was white, said 
his musical inspiration came from the close 
identification he had with black American 
culture during his boyhood and teen years 
in Baltimore and Los Angeles.
Thus he was the perfect lyricist for 
bluesy, jazz-inflected compositions like 
“Kansas City,” ‘’Black Denim Trousers and 
Motorcycle Boots,” ‘’Charlie Brown,” ‘’Drip 
Drop,” ‘’Stand By Me” and “On Broadway.”
The lyrics could be poignant, as in “On 
Broadway,” or full of humor, as in the antics 
of high school goofball Charlie Brown, who 
“calls the English teacher Daddy-O” and la-
ments: “Why’s everybody always pickin’ on 
me?”
The result was a serious departure from 
the classically inflected music that had 
been produced by a previous generation 
of pop songwriters that included George 
Gershwin and Irving Berlin.
“Irving Berlin was the greatest song-
writer of all time,” Leiber told The Los 
Angeles Times’ “West” magazine in 2006. 
“I was in awe of him. But his music wasn’t 
my music. My music was the blues.”
Over their career, they had 15 No. 1 
hits in a variety of genres by 10 differ-
ent artists. Among the performers who 
sang their songs were Barbra Streisand, 
Aretha Franklin, the Beatles, the Rolling 
Stones, Willie Nelson, Frank Sinatra, Joni 
Mitchell, James Taylor and Otis Redding.
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‘Jailhouse Rock’ songwriter Leiber dead at 78 
File photo: Mark J. Terrill/Associated Press
The songwriting team of Jerry Leiber, right, and Mike 
Stoller arrive at the ASCAP Pop Music Awards in Los 
Angeles. Leiber died Monday. He was 78.
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By The Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO — Transit police have made 
at least four arrests on a San Francisco subway 
platform and closed the station as activists staged a 
small protest of the Bay Area Rapid Transit agency’s 
decision to cut off wireless communication during a 
previously planned demonstration.
The four people were taken into custody by 
BART police after unfurling banners and refusing 
requests to stop their loud chanting. BART prohib-
its demonstrations on its platforms, citing safety 
concerns.
The small demonstration involving about two 
dozen protesters prompted BART officials to close 
the Civic Center station at 5:30 p.m. But it did not 
appear to be causing wide disruptions for evening 
commuters.
Last week, four downtown San Francisco sta-
tions were closed during a rowdy demonstration of 
about 300 people.
Demonstrators and computer hackers have been 
targeting BART for shutting down wireless service 
at Civic Center on Aug, 11 to quell a brewing protest 
over a shooting by transit police.
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By Andrew DeMillo
The Associated Press
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Homeland 
Security Secretary Janet Napolitano said 
Monday night new rules allowing many ille-
gal immigrants who were facing deportation 
despite having no criminal record to stay and 
apply for a work permit won’t be a “free pass” 
to citizenship.
Napolitano said that the rules she an-
nounced last week to focus on deporting il-
legal immigrants who are criminals or pose 
a threat are already being implemented. 
Napolitano said the rules are aimed at giving 
more clarity to deportation and immigration 
policy.
“They’re very common sense and they’re 
meant to say that as we deal with deporta-
tions and removals we have got to focus on 
those who are highest priorities,” such as 
repeat violators and convicted criminals, 
Napolitano told reporters after speaking in 
downtown Little Rock.
Napolitano announced the plan last week 
in a letter to a group of senators who sup-
port revamping the immigration system. 
The change has faced criticism from some 
Republicans who have said it amounts to am-
nesty for illegal immigrants.
Under the change, approximately 
300,000 deportation cases pending in immi-
gration court will be reviewed case by case. 
Napolitano said she didn’t consider the shift 
a major evolution in the federal government’s 
policy, but rather a clarification.
“Nobody’s getting a free pass. Nobody’s 
getting free admission to citizenship or any-
thing like that under this system,” Napolitano 
said.
“Nobody is getting exempted.”
Napolitano spoke in Little Rock as part of 
the Frank and Kula Kumpuris Distinguished 
Lecture series hosted by the Clinton 
Foundation and the University of Arkansas 
Clinton School of Public Service.
Napolitano’s department was created in 
the wake of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, and 
she said that currently officials don’t have 
any information about plots that are planned 
as the 10th anniversary of those attacks 
approaches.
“We have no specific or credible intelli-
gence about an attack contemplated on 9/11, 
but that doesn’t mean we are ignoring that 
possibility,” she told reporters. “It is some-
what of an iconic date both for the survivors 
and victims but also for terrorists and so 
forth. We are doing a fair amount working 
with local and law enforcement to make ev-
eryone is prepared leading up to the anniver-
sary and afterwards.”
During her speech and question-and-an-
swer session with the audience, Napolitano 
said she hoped to see the type of unity and 
sense of public service that followed those 
attacks.
“We saw an outpouring of service, of ef-
fort, of compassion by Americans that truly 
was remarkable...We need that kind of unity 
to meet the threats and challenges we face 
now, ones that have evolved and have evolved 
in the past few years,” she said. “We need 
Americans to serve. We need Americans to 
engage.”
She also said that the country must be 
remain vigilant against terrorism even after 
the death of Osama bin Laden, and said the 
department was working with the public and 
private sector to do its job.
“Terrorist threats did not begin on 9/11 
nor did they end with the death of Osama bin 
laden,” she said.
When asked by an audience member 
about what keeps her up at night, Napolitano 
said it was a fear of threats — manmade and 
natural — that haven’t been contemplated 
yet.
“I’ll tell you, the things you know about 
you can prepare for and think through how 
to respond but there’s no way to know every-
thing,” she said.
“You can’t know every plot. You can’t 
know everything mother nature has coming, 
there’s no way to do it. What I worry most 
about is what you don’t know.”
Transportation
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Photo: Emily Harmon/Iowa State Daily
Hannah Schlei, Lindsey Moore and Paige Zimmerman, all seniors in apparel 
merchandising, production and design, enjoy the day on Central Campus 
between classes.
  Photo: John Andrus/Iowa State Daily
Jackie Souleyrette, senior in biochemistry, sits and chats with Dylan Rivas, also 
a senior in biochemistry, on Central Campus on Monday.
Photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Students take a break between classes outside MacKay Hall on Monday. During the first day of classes at Iowa State, students have a chance to reunite with friends after a summer apart, while freshmen and transfer students learn to navigate around campus.
Photo: Kendra Plathe/Iowa State Daily
Courtney Millard, sophomore in nutritional science, and Brenden Khounlo, freshman in pre-med, look at a map of campus to find 
out where their next class is. 
Photo: John Andrus/Iowa State Daily
Alma Salas, freshman in biology, studies her CyRide map after attending her first class, while Paul Dobbie, senior in 
mechanical engineering, waits for his bus Monday.
Photo: Kendra Plathe/Iowa State Daily
Matt Gingerich, sophomore in biology, starts studying on the first day of classes. 
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Photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Students take a break between classes outside MacKay Hall on Monday. During the first day of classes at Iowa State, students have a chance to reunite with friends after a summer apart, while freshmen and transfer students learn to navigate around campus.
Photo: Kendra Plathe/Iowa State Daily
Nancy Guthrie, program coordinator at the Study Abroad Center, helps a student find her next class.
 Photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Students board CyRide on campus Monday on the first day of classes at Iowa State.
 Photo:  Emily Harmon/ Iowa State Daily
Students get a jump on studying outside of the library Monday as 
classes begin for the school year.
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DES MOINES — Federal 
officials have expanded a 
disaster declaration for six 
Iowa counties hammered by 
Missouri River flooding.
Gov. Terry Branstad an-
nounced the new declara-
tion Monday by the Federal 
Emergency Management 
Agency, saying it would en-
able local officials to begin 
permanent repairs to damaged 
infrastructure, such as roads 
and bridges. Earlier declara-
tions were focused on initial 
cleanup.
The declaration covers 
Fremont, Harrison, Mills, 
Monona, Pottawattamie and 
Woodbury counties.
FEMA officials approved 
the declaration after studying 
damage reports submitted by 
the state.
That agency earlier reject-
ed the state’s request for indi-
vidual assistance programs in 
the six counties, designed to 
help those who saw damage to 
homes or businesses.
Branstad says state offi-
cials will continue to press for 
that aid.
FEMA spokesman Bob 
Josephson says his agency will 
consider whatever applica-
tions the state submits.
The Associated Press
DES MOINES — An Iowa man accused of 
killing his wife and fleeing with their son to 
South Dakota has pleaded not guilty and will 
stand trial this fall.
The Iowa attorney general’s office says 
Thomas Petersen, of Greene, entered a writ-
ten plea of not guilty to a first-degree murder 
charge on Monday in Butler County District 
Court in Allison.
A judge scheduled Petersen’s trial for 
Oct. 18.
Petersen is charged in the June 4 stab-
bing death of his wife, Judy, at their home. 
Authorities say he fled with their 2-year-old 
son.
Petersen was arrested near Kadoka, S.D., 
several hours later.
Petersen was returned to Iowa on 
Aug. 11. He remains in the Butler County jail 
on $500,000 bond.
The Associated Press
ANKENY — A 25-year-old Ankeny woman 
who posed as a pregnant woman and contacted 
several couples about adopting her “baby” has 
been given a total of six years in prison for per-
jury and making a false report, but those sen-
tences stem from other charges.
Tracy Bess had pleaded guilty. On Monday, 
the judge suspended Bess’ prison time and gave 
her two years of probation.
She was arrested in May after filing a false 
sexual-assault report under the name of Tara 
Snyder.
Court documents say prospective parents 
from several states traveled to Iowa in an at-
tempt to close an adoption. Bess was never 
charged with any crime related to those inci-
dents because she never demanded money.
Bess was ordered to comply with mental 
health treatment recommendations suggested 
by her caseworker.
The Associated Press
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IOWA CITY — Three Iowa civil rights inves-
tigators have been fired after sending hundreds 
of gossipy emails calling co-workers derogatory 
nicknames like “Psycho,” ‘’Monster,” and “Roid 
Rage,” and forwarding pictures that made fun of 
fat people, Walmart customers and others, ac-
cording to public records and interviews.
Tiffanie Drayton, Michele Howard and 
Wendy Buenger repeatedly used mocking nick-
names for many of their colleagues at the Iowa 
Civil Rights Commission in e-mails they sent 
throughout the workday, according to copies ob-
tained by The Associated Press under the public 
records law.
They called their supervisor, Don Grove, 
“Teen Wolf” and the commission’s executive di-
rector Beth Townsend, “Night Ranger,” as they 
gossiped about their management styles. 
They criticized colleagues’ looks, social 
skills and mannerisms, quoted vulgar rap lyr-
ics and received and sent offensive pictures 
— all while they were supposed to be investi-
gating complaints of housing and employment 
discrimination.
“Dude Where’s My Car and Psycho are talk-
ing about food — a match made in stoner/fatty 
heaven!” Drayton wrote to the other two on 
March 4 in one of many such examples.
The emails were submitted as evidence 
in recent legal proceedings in which Drayton, 
Howard and Buenger have sought unemploy-
ment benefits after their firings on June 16. 
The AP obtained them from Iowa Workforce 
Development, along with audio recordings of 
hearings for Drayton and Howard and decisions 
denying them benefits.
Townsend, also called “Sarg” in some mes-
sages, discovered the trove of emails during an 
unrelated investigation into the alleged release 
of confidential information.
She told AP she fired them after an internal 
investigation, which found Drayton alone sent 
an average of 75 personal emails per day from 
March 1 until June 3.
Meanwhile, Drayton finished only one civil 
rights investigation during the same timeframe 
— a pace of work seen as slower than usual but 
satisfactory, according to Grove’s testimony. 
Howard sent 1,600 emails during the same 
timeframe, almost none of them work-related.
“I discovered that she had been sending 
these profane, obscene, vulgar, inappropriate 
emails as well as emails between her and two 
other staff members that were harassing to their 
peers and their management,” Townsend testi-
fied Aug. 5 at Drayton’s hearing. “They had as-
signed nicknames for everybody in the agency 
that included ‘Monster,’ ‘Psycho,’ stoned intern, 
‘Roid Rage,’ ‘Rainman,” ‘Extreme Makeover,’ 
‘Homeless McGree,’ ‘albino.’ They referred to 
myself as ‘Night Ranger.’ They referred to their 
supervisor as ‘Teen Wolf.’”
She said the emails were so frequent, they 
likely took up a majority of Drayton’s workday. 
Drayton acknowledged during the hearing 
that the emails were inappropriate and unpro-
fessional but said they weren’t harassing be-
cause other employees didn’t know they were 
being talked about. 
She dismissed warnings from her supervi-
sors they could end up in the local newspaper 
because they were public records.
“Were any of the emails published or re-
ceived by the Des Moines Register at any point?” 
she asked Townsend in a cross-examination. 
“They have not to date,” Townsend responded.
Drayton expressed shock after learning 
Friday that the AP had obtained the emails. 
Then she downplayed them.
She noted that she was appealing her fir-
ing by filing a union grievance, which is still 
pending.
“The majority of those emails were office 
banter between us. It was just talk, water cooler 
chat between the three of us,” she said. 
She said she didn’t want to comment further 
because, while she might disagree with the com-
mission’s leaders, “I ultimately agree with the 
mission of the agency and don’t want to do any-
thing that’s going to hurt the agency.”
Howard testified Aug. 4 that everyone at the 
agency used email for non-work purposes and 
downplayed the emails as “just the girls being 
silly.”
She explained the three nicknamed Grove 
after seeing a movie called “Teen Wolf.”
“He had a beard and he kind of reminded us 
of a younger version of Mr. Grove,” she said.
Listed phone numbers for Buenger and 
Howard couldn’t be found, and their union 
steward declined to comment. Buenger’s unem-
ployment case will be heard next month.
All three earned $41,800 per year at the com-
mission, which enforces Iowa’s anti-discrimi-
nation law by investigating and trying to resolve 
discrimination complaints and providing public 
education. 
Townsend said the agency has 17 other civil 
rights investigators and is trying to minimize 
the impact of the firings. 
An email policy adopted March 1 after Gov. 
Terry Branstad appointed Townsend to lead the 
commission advises employees to limit use to 
business “to the greatest extent possible” and 
not to send messages that are offensive, porno-
graphic, political, chain letters or harassing. The 
policy also gave Townsend greater ability to fire 
employees for misconduct.
Judges have denied Drayton and Howard 
unemployment, saying they committed miscon-
duct and therefore aren’t eligible for benefits.
Civil	rights
State fires 3 investigators for emails
By	Ryan	J.	Foley	
The Associated Press
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DALLAS — A Dallas father 
drowned his two young sons after 
abducting them and their mother 
while they were walking to school on 
Monday, police said.
Naim Rasool Mohammed, 32, was 
arrested in a creek bed hours after 
police issued an alert saying he was 
suspected of abducting the two boys, 
ages 3 and 5.
According to a police report, 
Mohammed approached the boys 
and their 22-year-old mother as they 
were walking to school and forced 
them into his vehicle by threatening 
her with a brick.
The woman eventually managed 
to jump from the vehicle and flag 
down a Dallas County constable, 
who notified police but did not give 
chase.
Mohammed also tried but failed 
Monday to take his youngest child, 
a 1-year-old, from another location, 
Police Deputy Chief Craig Miller said 
at a news conference.
The boys’ mother told officers 
that Mohammed had threatened to 
kill the children, and that he had pre-
viously threatened to them and her, 
police said. Miller said there was a 
“continuing family violence situa-
tion” between Mohammed and the 
boys’ mother.
Hours after the boys were taken, 
authorities received a call from a 
woman who said her son had drowned 
her grandchildren and that she had 
the children, who were unrespon-
sive, in her car awaiting paramedics, 
Dallas Fire-Rescue spokesman Jason 
Evans said in a statement, according 
to the Dallas Morning News. He did 
not identify the caller.
The boys were pronounced dead 
at a hospital.
Mohammed was being held at the 
Dallas County Jail. Online records, 
in which his last name is spelled 
“Muhammad,” showed he did not 
have an attorney representing him.
Miller said investigators were try-
ing to determine where the two boys 
were drowned.
Mohammed was previously con-
victed of violent behavior.
In September 2009, he pleaded 
guilty to aggravated assault with 
a deadly weapon, a second degree 
felony, and received five years’ 
probation. 
Murder
Dallas man accused of drowning sons, ages 3 and 5
By	Jamie	Stengle	
The Associated Press
Photo: Mona Reeder/The Associated Press
Neighborhood residents watch Dallas police officers and emergency personnel investigate the 6200 block of Harmony 
Lane, near East Ledbetter Drive and South Lancaster Road, in Dallas on Monday. Dallas police have arrested a man 
suspected of drowning his two young sons, ages 3 and 5, after abducting them and their mother while they were walking 
to school.
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For years, comedians and bored folks who look for drug references or adult-
themed jokes in youth program-
ming have speculated on the topic 
of “Sesame Street’s” Bert and 
Ernie characters being lovers.
Usually, a laugh is had, and 
speculation of which drugs the 
various characters in “Winnie the 
Pooh” represent comes back to the 
forefront.
On June 24, New York became 
the sixth state to make same-sex 
marriage legal. Shortly after, 
LGBTQ supporter Lair Scott be-
gan a petition for “Sesame Street” 
to have Bert and Ernie marry.
The problem is, Bert and Ernie 
aren’t gay. True, they might be 
hiding in the closet, fearing the 
potential ridicule of a society that 
cannot fully understand that gay 
love is not evil.  Bert and Ernie 
also might be well-disguised se-
rial killers masquerading behind 
their odd, yet pleasant lifestyle of 
baths, toys and songs, but no one is 
petitioning for that. Yet.
But really, there has been 
no declaration of this proposed 
homosexuality on the show. In 
fact, the powers that be at “Sesame 
Street” have declared that Bert 
and Ernie are not gay. And forcing 
two puppets to marry if they aren’t 
is wrong, right? Well, I guess pup-
pets don’t have rights, but still.
Could this be a conspiracy by 
those unfriendly to the LGBTQ 
community —am I missing any 
new letters? — to shield children 
from being exposed to a lifestyle 
that has been a part of societies 
across the world as far back as his-
tory has been recorded?
Possibly. I mean, it isn’t as if 
there are any lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender or queer characters 
on “Sesame Street.” Really? The 
“Q” stands for queer? Isn’t that 
covered by the lesbian, gay and 
bisexual? For that matter, why is 
the “transgender” there?
Every decade the group is 
adding another letter: LGB in 
the 1980s; LGBT in the 1990s; 
LGBTQ in the new millennium; 
maybe LGBTQX should be next, 
“X” for “experimented in college.” 
So, unless you count the guest 
appearances of openly gay folks — 
such as the awesome-sauce star 
of stage and screen Neil Patrick 
Harris, among others — the char-
acters remain mild-mannered 
puppets.
Which brings around the sec-
ond bit some folks are proposing: 
The introduction of an LGBTQ 
character onto “Sesame Street” 
— I would add my “X,” but I don’t 
think puppets attend college often 
enough.
Frankly, I see no way to show 
the puppets being gay short of 
turning “Sesame Street” into a 
more “Avenue Q” or “Meet the 
Feebles” sort of show; neither of 
which are remotely appropriate 
for children, and even some adults.
Just because two males or 
two females choose to spend 
their days together doesn’t mean 
they are a couple. Are Penn and 
Teller’s magical political messages 
continuing into some bedroom 
hijinks? Are the “Golden Girls” a 
gang of bisexual gals? Are Jay and 
Silent Bob anything except for 
hetero-lifemates? Are Yogi and 
Boo-Boo as likely to be a couple, 
since they don’t wear clothes and 
sleep together?
Though these examples are 
meant for comedy, my point is 
there hasn’t been a whole lot 
of push to “out” any of these 
characters for the betterment of 
educating society.
So why Bert and Ernie? Well, I 
think this is much like many of the 
other petitions across the Internet 
that ask folks to sign things that 
have no real political intentions 
of making a difference. This grabs 
attention and makes some people 
feel warm and fuzzy at the idea 
that sexual enlightenment can be 
appreciated by all.
Guess what, you don’t have 
to change every little thing to 
include every single 
representable walk of 
life. “Sesame Street” 
already tries to tackle 
issues well above 
children’s heads such 
as divorce, natural 
disasters and even 
9/11.
Battling the bully-
ing of youth question-
ing their sexuality is 
a fine cause. No child should be 
bullied into taking their own life. 
But little kids watching “Sesame 
Street” are no more going to stop 
being bullied or becoming bullies 
by having Bert and Ernie or any 
other puppet be gay, than they are 
going to prevent kids from becom-
ing serial killers.
Parents or misguided orga-
nized religions are going to tell 
their kids gay is bad no matter 
what you do. And making a gay 
puppet sing to kids from a bathtub 
about their rubber ducky is not go-
ing to accomplish anything except 
some parody videos on YouTube.
The only way to show kids the 
characters are gay without having 
the fact brought up every episode, 
is to have them involve themselves 
in physical contact. As this is a 
children’s show, actual sexual acts 
are right out, as well as discuss-
ing sexual acts. So what could the 
puppets do?
They could kiss, intimately. 
Yep, that’s it really. Holding hands 
is already a part of little kids’ lives 
due to crossing the street and day 
care, and hugging carries no real 
message of sexual orientation. So 
kissing it is, and kissing puppets 
will just push kids to kiss each 
other more.
Do we really need more kids 
starting into the 
road of sexual 
exploration at a 
young age?
So rally the 
troops to battle 
the bigots of the 
world that would 
lash out at 
someone for being 
who they are, but 
stop trying to get 
people to include any and every 
lifestyle just because you want to 
teach acceptance.
Do you really want to turn 
“Sesame Street” into a political 
battleground?
STOP  the Bert and  Ernie nonsense
By Gabriel.Stoffa
@iowastatedaily.com
Just because 
two males or two 
friends choose to 
spend their days 
together doesn’t 
mean they are a 
couple”
Media
Now that the Iowa Republican Party’s Straw Poll is over (Michele Bachmann won), Texas Gov. Rick Perry an-
nounced his run for the presidency, and the 
Republicans intensified their race to that 
party’s nomination, we can probably expect 
more talk about how the media distorts news 
and plays favorites with its coverage of certain 
candidates.
In my experience, most of that criticism of 
“mainstream media” comes from Republicans, 
conservatives, Fox News and right-wing talk 
radio.
And it’s all nonsense. As a matter of course, 
agents of the media will report more about 
certain aspects of political races than others 
and will favor one candidate over another.
Let me say that again: Media bias is a matter 
of course.
Except for what could be called a golden age 
of journalism, where we saw Walter Cronkite 
and Edward R. Murrow, among others, journal-
ism has always been a partisan activity. And 
even in that golden age, journalists had to make 
their editorial decisions on what content to 
broadcast and print. There is only so much 
air time; there is only so much space on a 
broadsheet.
Journalism has never been about relating 
all the facts in a “fair and balanced” way. Nor 
has it been about letting you decide.
The reason the “mainstream media” is 
generally on the political left is because that’s 
where most journalists are.
If you’re discontented with media cover-
age on an issue, do your own research and 
distribute the information. React to the events 
you hear about. Do your part to get us thinking. 
Write letters to your editor.
Decades ago, most politicians had their 
publications.
By “had their publications,” I mean exactly 
that — scores of politicians chartered, printed, 
edited and made money from newspapers 
whose sole purpose was to distribute their 
opinions and champion their causes. It was 
never about factual reporting.
And try as this newspaper might to report 
the news fairly, accurately and fully, sometimes 
we’ll mess up.
Sometimes we won’t go out and find your 
opinion. So you’ll have to take the extra few 
minutes of your life to sit down, think it out and 
write a letter to us.
Maybe I hear Republicans complain more 
than Democrats because they’re too busy 
chasing profits to actually do something about 
media bias — such as participating in the dis-
semination of the information on which the 
movers and shakers in this and other countries 
act.
After all, the businessmen probably as-
sume, something will eventually be done. The 
free market will fix it, of course.
Except it won’t. The market, free or en-
slaved, fixes nothing. People fix things. People 
who take it upon themselves to make a differ-
ence in the world, rather than just sitting back 
tending to their own needs and the gratifica-
tion of their own wants, are the ones who fix 
things.
This Opinion section belongs to the ISU 
community members who write letters to the 
editor as much as it belongs to the columnists 
on staff.
If I find a considered opinion written by 
one of you in my inbox, you’ll find it printed on 
these pages as soon as possible.
By Michael.Belding
@iowastatedaily.com
Mainstream bias is a matter of course
Reporters let partisan 
antics get in the way of news
Gabriel Stoffa is a graduate 
student in political science from 
Ottumwa, Iowa. 
Michael Belding is a senior in history and 
political science from Story City, Iowa.
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Although there is a tendency 
among college students to lean to-
ward a liberal sensibility, the conser-
vative side of the coin is where the 
action lies currently, so pay attention.
The questionable relevancy of 
the Ames Straw Poll aside, results 
let the world know that if you buy 
enough people tickets and provide 
food, you too can create a staggering 
lead for the Republican presidential 
nomination. 
Michele Bachmann purchased 
more than 6,000 tickets and received 
4,823 votes, winning even though 
more than 1,000 people she essen-
tially paid to vote for her didn’t do so.
Ron Paul came in a close second 
with 4,671 votes, though Fox News 
appears not to recognize him as a 
contender.
Nevertheless, Paul is still cam-
paigning with a glimmer of hope 
of coming out on top, provided he 
doesn’t frighten some much-needed 
right-wing support away by sounding 
as if he supports heroin use.
Mitt Romney didn’t bother to 
show and he remains the leader of 
the GOP race. Truly, the Straw Poll 
is an accurate gauge of Republican 
temperament.
Announcing on the morning of 
the Straw Poll was Rick Perry; also 
referred to as Bush on steroids or the 
candidate packing heat. Yep, Perry 
carries a laser-sighted .380 Ruger 
loaded with hollow-point bullets 
when he jogs, though it remains 
uncertain whether he carries it while 
campaigning.
Perry didn’t actually appear at 
the Straw Poll, but as soon as he 
announced, he was catapulted into 
the top tier of potentials to dethrone 
Barack Obama.
A few other hopefuls deluding 
themselves into campaigning, but at 
best they can only try and show that 
years from now they might be worth 
looking at again; though that hasn’t 
stopped them from chiming in with 
anti-Obama rhetoric whenever a 
camera turns their way.
Now, be you a Republican, 
Democrat, Independent, Socialist or 
Communist, you should watch how 
Republicans decide their champion.
The rhetoric revolves around say-
ing how terrible Obama is and pledg-
ing to right the wrongs of America by 
going the opposite direction of nearly 
every decision our sitting president 
has made. Combine that with the lib-
eral media’s coverage, Fox News and 
the comedy ensuing from either side 
of the fence’s pundits and you have 
better television than most prime-
time programming.
Get educated, get involved and get 
ready, because polite political dis-
course will have next to nothing to do 
with the 2012 presidential election. 
What we’ve got here is better than 
“The Jerry Springer Show” on crack.
Photo courtesy of Facebook
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These past few months it has become nearly impossible to turn on a TV or read a paper 
without seeing Michele Bachmann’s 
name plastered everywhere.
With the media coverage 
Bachmann has been receiving, 
you would think it was due to her 
profound vision for the future of 
America, or for her strong character 
and passion for people — or at least 
that she is the second coming.
Some may argue that she in fact 
represents all of those qualities, but 
the reality is that she is the antith-
eses of what Americans need.
Bachman’s values are rooted in 
the same hatred and “isms” that have 
brought tragedy throughout history. 
Veiling her anti-gay sentiments 
with religion and “protecting our 
children” rhetoric isn’t convincing. 
It makes me sick to think that others 
would fall for her charade and elect a 
flagrant bigot as the next president of 
the United States of America, argu-
ably the leader of the world.
She has a longstanding history of 
spewing bias against the gay commu-
nity: She began her anti-gay crusade 
in Minnesota through legislation in 
2004 with a constitutional ban on 
gay marriage, and it isn’t about to 
stop.
A presidential candidate has no 
place evangelizing on the campaign 
trails; it is tacky and offensive. We 
have a separation of church and 
state for a reason: to free us from a 
theocracy. Freedom of religion is one 
thing, but shameless assertion of 
bigotry on behalf of your faith tradi-
tion should automatically discount a 
candidate’s viability.
You may think that she has the 
freedom to discuss her religious 
views, and I’d agree with you. But she 
doesn’t just share them, she imposes 
them upon others through legisla-
tion. My own interpretation of the 
church-state separation clause of the 
Constitution is that even favoring 
religion over no religion at all is still 
favoring religion. There mustn’t be 
any presence of religion if we want 
true equality.
Bachmann has an interesting way 
of grass-roots activism, but it isn’t 
what you’d typically think about. 
She appears on Christian radio talk 
shows very frequently. “You Can 
Run, But You Cannot Hide!”, one 
such radio show that Bachmann 
supports, preaches some of the worst 
hate proudly.
Bradlee Dean, the program’s host, 
discusses his Christian opposition 
to being gay quite frequently — he 
was quoted from his live show once 
as saying, “Muslims are calling for 
the executions of homosexuals in 
America.
This just shows you they, them-
selves, are upholding the laws that 
are even in the Bible of the Judeo-
Christian God, but they seem to be 
more moral than even the American 
Christians do, because these people 
are livid about enforcing their laws. 
They know homosexuality is an 
abomination.”
Congresswoman Bachmann 
has donated to “You Can Run” on 
numerous occasions. Do we really 
want someone who condones such 
death threats? If Dean is the type of 
individual with whom she aligns her-
self, she is obviously lacking either 
professional decorum or a healthy 
moral center.
I think one of her more offensive 
and ludicrous quotes is, “You have 
a teacher talking about his gayness. 
(An elementary school student) goes 
home then and says, ‘Mom! What’s 
gayness? We had a teacher talking 
about this today.’ The mother says, 
‘Well, that’s when a man likes other 
men, and they don’t like girls.’ The 
boy’s 8.
He’s thinking, ‘Hmm. I don’t like 
girls. I like boys. Maybe I’m gay.’ And 
you think, ‘Oh, that’s, that’s way out 
there. The kid isn’t gonna think that.’ 
Are you kidding? That happens all 
the time. You don’t think that this is 
intentional, the message that’s being 
given to these kids? That’s child 
abuse.” This was from a conference 
with an organization she was a part 
of in Minnesota called Ed Watch.
She’s also called the movie “The 
Lion King” gay propaganda because 
Elton John wrote the music. I mean, 
come on. Are you kidding me?
It just seems illogical that she, as 
a presidential candidate, would tout 
her religious intolerance of the gay 
community with false propaganda. 
I mean seriously, if you look at any 
of the things she says/is doing with 
her husband’s clinic with reparative 
therapy to help “un-gay” people, 
you’d see that every single profes-
sional organization (the American 
Psychological Association being one) 
has stated that her beliefs are false 
and have no factual basis.
I could go on and on about her, 
and so could many others. I’m just 
hoping that the people of Iowa will 
see through her smoke-and-mirrors 
side show.
Michele Bachmann is a fascist 
and has no place impacting the lives 
of others through public office.
Bachmann delights media, but holds no believable power
Politics
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By Elliott.DeVore
@iowastatedaily.com
Congresswoman isn’t a 
viable GOP candidate
Photo: Dani Harris/Iowa State Daily
Elliot DeVore is a graduate student 
in educational leadership and policy 
studies from Knoxville, Tenn.
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I am a born-and-raised-in-Iowa girl, lived in the country my entire life, and 
this year I went to the Iowa 
State Fair for the first time. 
When people heard that I had 
never been to the Fair before, 
they were actually shocked, 
because a vast majority of 
people they knew have not 
gone once, but multiple times. 
The Fair was a great way 
to spend a day, despite how 
expensive it is.
The atmosphere was en-
ergetic, the colors were bright 
and even the fairgoers them-
selves were a form of enter-
tainment. People sported FFA 
T-shirts, toted bunnies around 
to events and vendors in their 
neon shirts shouted out deals. 
Parents comically shepherded 
children on leashes already 
covered in sugar and sweat.
The attractions were di-
verse and dumbfounding with 
the stunt dog show, the Wild 
West comedy show and I per-
sonally liked the free concerts 
and talent shows. I was sur-
prised to find sculptures made 
of canned foods and non-
perishables depicting pandas, 
corn, pigs and a cow. Speaking 
of cows, there was an entire 
cow made out of butter, and 
that is something to see for 
sure. I was surprised when 
you could get literally anything 
on a stick, deep-fried on top of 
that. Snickers, Twinkies, beer 
and even butter.
There were regular corn 
dogs, or even a foot-long corn 
dog smothered in ketchup, 
wrapped in wax paper. 
Walking around the grounds, 
I saw a woman pushing a 
stroller and sporting a T-shirt 
saying, “The only thing I got 
from the Iowa State Fair was 
Type 2 Diabetes.” Very fitting 
if you ask me.
I was excited when after 
a long day of walking around 
and eating vast amounts of 
food that I regretted, that the 
Ronnie Dunn concert featur-
ing Steel Magnolia was about 
to start. The setup was great 
with screens if you were to the 
far left or right from the stage. 
Artists like Maroon 5, Train, 
Reba, Janet Jackson, Jason 
Aldean and Casting Crowns 
all provided entertainment 
throughout the week. The 
tickets sold fast for all of those 
concerts, but if you were lucky 
you could win them in a raffle, 
like me.
Overall, it was a great day, 
and I hope everyone gets a 
chance to go to the Fair at 
some point in their lives. You 
can spend the day walking 
around, trying different food 
and checking out the exhibits 
and free entertainment. 
With that option, you would 
spend around $40 per person, 
which includes the parking 
and admission. If you plan on 
going on the rides and seeing 
the concerts at the grandstand 
with well-known artists, the 
cost can escalate to $100. I 
know that next year I plan on 
saving up my spare change 
and laundry money in order 
to go.
State Fair entertains energetic atmosphere 
Iowa
By Caytlin.Hentzel
@iowastatedaily.com
Caytlin Hentzel is a junior 
in event management from 
Fort Madison, Iowa.
Photo courtesy of ThinkStock
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It’s 3 in the afternoon, and you just 
walked out of your last class of the day. 
The sun is gleaming in the sky, and 
it is a gorgeous Iowa day in the late 
summer.
You have the rest of the day to 
yourself.
What do you do? Relax on Central 
Campus? Exercise?
It turns out that there is something 
else you can spend your afternoon do-
ing that allows you to enjoy the beauti-
ful weather, get some exercise and 
spend some time in the great outdoors. 
Frisbee golf is just that activity, and it 
is a great game that is both inexpensive 
to play and is readily available for ISU 
students.
A quick explanation of how Frisbee 
golf is played is that it is essentially 
golf with a Frisbee disc. Pretty basic, 
right?
The main difference is that 
instead of a hole in the ground, there 
is a metal pole with chains and a 
basket that you throw your disc at 
for each hole. Most holes have a par 
of three or four, depending on the 
distance.
There are two Frisbee golf cours-
es in Ames. One is the Stable Run 
Disc Golf Course, located just north 
of Fredricksen Court on 13th Street. 
This is Iowa State University’s of-
ficial disc golf course, and you can 
even rent discs through Iowa State 
University Recreation Services.
The other is the Carroll Marty 
Disc Golf Course, which is located 
by the Ames/ISU Ice Arena off 
Mortensen Parkway.
Both courses offer 18 holes 
and varying difficulties based on 
where the tee box and chains are 
located.
One great thing about Frisbee 
golf is that it can be as inexpen-
sive or pricey as you want it to be.
You could purchase one disc at $7 
and be set, or have a bag full of discs 
for all sorts of different circum-
stances; weather conditions, wind, 
distance, etc.
The choice is really up to you, 
which is what makes Frisbee golf so 
appealing; it can be played and enjoyed 
with any budget.
So this semester, when you find 
yourself with nothing to do on a nice 
autumn day, consider spending a few 
hours at one of the local Frisbee golf 
courses. 
Entertainment
By Jacob.Witte
@iowastatedaily.com
Unwind after classes and work with this easy activity
Jacob Witte is a senior in political 
science from Callender, Iowa.
Hit the Frisbee golf 
course this fall for fun
Photo courtesy of ThinkStock
The exits of Nebraska and 
Colorado from the Big 12 Conference 
in the summer of 2010 shook up 
not only the teams of the confer-
ence, but the entire college athletics 
landscape.
The discussion of 16-team 
superconferences with their own 
multi-billion dollar TV contracts 
and conference championship 
games at the nation’s largest sport-
ing venues inched closer to becom-
ing a reality.
The summer of 2011 has now 
passed and no other teams from 
the Big 12 decided to leave the now 
10-team conference. But that’s not 
to say one of the Big 12’s teams isn’t 
still interested in leaving the 
conference.
On Aug. 11, the Rivals.com site 
AggieYell.com reported that Texas 
A&M was preparing to leave the 
Big 12 and move to the SEC.
The report, which relied on an 
unnamed source, also stated that the 
university would announce the deci-
sion on Aug. 22.
A similar report two days later 
was given by ESPN’s Doug Gottlieb, 
who also cited an unnamed source 
at Texas A&M, who said the school 
was intent on leaving the Big 12 and 
had regretted not leaving during 
last summer’s realignment of the 
conference.
Over the last two weeks, confir-
mations and denials of the report 
have surfaced from news sources 
such as the Sporting News and 
Matt Tau’fo’ou has overtaken 
Jeremiah George for the starting 
spot at middle linebacker, defensive 
coordinator Wally Burnham said 
last Thursday.
Burnham, who also coaches line-
backers, said Tau’fo’ou’s production 
at last Wednesday’s scrimmage has 
earned him the spot.
“Not only did he grade out, he had 
a lot more production,” Burnham 
said of Tau’fo’ou’s performance. “He 
had some tackles for losses, which 
linebackers have got to have, he had 
some real good hits on some wide 
plays, he ran some people down and 
of course he got his reads and every-
thing quickly.”
Tau’fo’ou garnered the starting 
spot at middle linebacker last sea-
son before sustaining a broken fibula 
in the Cyclones’ 35-7 loss to Iowa 
in Iowa City. He played in just five 
games last season with two starts, 
finishing with 20 tackles.
Another position that has fos-
tered a battle for the starting spot 
is right defensive end, with junior 
Roosevelt Maggitt leapfrogging for-
mer two-year starter Patrick Neal 
for the spot.
Maggitt, however, said he is not 
concerned with his position on the 
depth chart.
“If Pat starts, he starts. If I start, I 
start,” Maggitt said. “I’m focusing on 
practicing every day hard, going 100 
percent and just getting better every 
day and focusing on the team.”
Maggitt played all 12 games last 
season and, despite having only one 
start to Neal’s seven starts, recorded 
one more tackle than Neal on the 
season with 30 total.
The experience that both Maggitt 
and Neal have will be integral to add-
ing depth for the defensive line.
“I think it would be substan-
tial because me, Pat and [Jacob 
Lattimer], we all play real hard,” 
Maggitt said of the rotation. “We’ve 
got enough experience under our 
belt to make plays and we’ve all be-
come a lot stronger and smarter, we 
should do good.”
Lattimer, who is slated to start 
opposite Maggitt at left end, had 39 
tackles last season while also re-
cording a team-high four sacks for 
37 total yards lost.
Keeping at least eight players in 
the rotation at defensive line will 
help ensure that the defense will 
stay fresh and keep substantial pres-
sure on opposing quarterbacks, an 
aspect that had been lacking in years 
past.
“They take a beating every snap 
whether it be run or pass or whatev-
er,” Burnham said. “You’re pushing 
on a 300-pound offensive lineman, it 
takes a lot of energy, it takes a lot out 
of you. So if you don’t have some type 
of eight-man rotation, then you’re 
going to be in trouble.”
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Online:
IOWA CORN TO HOLD 
PRESS CONFERENCE
iowastatedaily.com
nFl:
‘Jets’ air game 
even more 
formidable 
with Burress
SpOrtS JargOn:
Dig
SPORT:
Volleyball
DEFINITION:
A defensive play where a 
player prevents the ball from 
hitting the ground by physi-
cally getting underneath the 
ball and digging it out. 
USE:
Kristen Hahn was unable to 
dig the ball off the ground, 
costing the Cyclones a point.
The Editorial Board is something 
readers have become accustomed 
to seeing on the Opinion page. The 
Daily Board takes a stance on an 
issue and puts it to print for everyone 
to debate.
The Sports Editorial Board is 
now here to do the same for everyone 
who loves sports and discusses it on a 
regular basis. 
We’ll likely have opinions you 
don’t like and hopefully ones you do. 
For today, there’s something that’s on 
our minds we believe the majority of 
people on campus can agree with.
The new Cy-Hawk trophy is aw-
ful. No other word can be used.
By now I’m sure you’ve seen the 
trophy and have probably winced. 
The public outcry has been over-
whelming, and Iowa Corn didn’t 
exactly handle things well.
The Iowa Corn Growers 
Association, which sponsors the tro-
phy, stood by it after initial backlash, 
tweeting on Aug. 19 that “We think 
it is a good trophy and we are proud 
of it. Worked with ISU and U of I the 
whole way.” 
In the days that followed, the 
Twitter account — which functions 
as the public relations account for 
Iowa Corn — made its tweets private, 
meaning they must grant users ac-
cess to follow their account.
They unlocked the account 
Monday while announcing they have 
scheduled a press conference for 
Tuesday at 2 p.m. to discuss the tro-
phy, tweeting “...let’s all play nicely.”
Never before have both Iowa 
State and Iowa fans been so united 
on one topic. 
The Iowa State Daily online poll 
revealed that 94 percent believed it 
was the worst thing they’d ever seen. 
The Daily Iowan — the University 
of Iowa’s student paper — reported 
numbers almost identical.
Even Iowa Gov. Tom Branstad 
weighed in at the Iowa State Fair.
“I think they can do better,” 
Branstad told the AP on Monday 
when asked about the trophy. “I’m 
sure they’re going to take another 
look at that.”
Legendary Iowa Hawkeyes foot-
ball coach Hayden Fry even weighed 
in.
“The farmer, family and corn is all 
wonderful, but I don’t really get the 
relationship to a football game,” Fry 
told The Des Moines Register.
ISU students have weighed in as 
well.
 Some, among other people, have 
created and joined a Facebook group 
called “Hate the new Cy-Hawk 
Trophy.”
“I’d rather have [the old trophy] 
than the one they have now,” said 
Nick Davenport, a sophomore in 
agricultural business. “It’s got to be 
more sports-oriented.”
It appears as though Iowa Corn 
has listened to the pleas from fans 
and public officials alike. 
Both University of Iowa and Iowa 
State University officials will be pres-
ent at the press conference, a hint 
that a change might be possible.
Please, everyone involved, change 
the trophy. 
It’s a beautiful statue that we’re 
sure was painstakingly prepared, 
but it simply has nothing to do with 
football.
If there isn’t a change, expect fans 
of both schools to definitely not “play 
nicely.”
Football
Tau’fo’ou set to start
By Jake.Calhoun 
@iowastatedaily.com
Big 12 remains a fluid situation
By Dan.Tracy 
@iowastatedaily.com
NEW YORK  — Plaxico Burress 
was back in an NFL game for the 
first time in nearly three years, 
and he quickly made the impact 
he predicted.
After a three-catch performance, 
including a spectacular touch-
down grab in a preseason win 
over Cincinnati, Burress’ pres-
ence clearly will make the New 
York Jets’ offense more danger-
ous. Santonio Holmes said the 
combination of him, Burress 
and Derrick Mason will make 
for “a long season for whatever 
defense comes out to play us.”
It was only one game, and in 
preseason at that, but Burress 
proved he is healthy and moti-
vated — and still a solid receiver, 
even if he’s a bit rusty after such 
a long layoff. And, if there were 
doubters, he changed their 
minds Sunday night with his 
over-the-shoulder TD grab.
The Associated Press
natiOnal:
Concussion 
prevention, 
education is 
key in Chicago
CHICAGO — That familiar sad-
ness struck Chris Nowinski when 
he heard about former NFL 
player Corwin Brown’s recent 
standoff with police and self-
inflicted gunshot wound.
He wasn’t shocked, though, 
when Brown’s family suggested 
brain damage from his football 
career might be to blame.
As the CEO of the Sports Legacy 
Institute at Boston University, 
Nowinski has studied the effects 
of repeated blows to the head. He 
spoke Monday at a workshop for 
high school coaches, adminis-
trators and trainers in Chicago, 
which in January passed an 
ordinance requiring public and 
private schools to take athletes 
who show concussion symptoms 
off the field.
It also fines schools if they allow 
youngsters to participate with 
concussions.
The Associated Press
Fans agree 
trophy must 
change
naSCar:
NASCAR sus-
pends Sieg
CHARLOTTE, N.C. — NASCAR 
has suspended Trucks Series 
driver Shane Sieg for violating 
the substance-abuse policy.
Sieg’s suspension was an-
nounced Monday. He’s the 
second driver from NASCAR’s 
top three national series to be 
suspended since the random 
drug testing policy was adopted 
in 2009.
Jeremy Mayfield was the first 
driver suspended. He failed a 
random test in May 2009. He’s 
currently suing NASCAR over the 
suspension.
NASCAR also announced Monday 
it has reinstated Nationwide 
Series crew member Denise 
Harmon-Mixon after successful 
completion of a rehabilitation 
program.
 The Associated Press
Photo: Andrea Melendez/ 
The Des Moines Register
The new Cy-Hawk trophy sits on 
display Friday at the Iowa State Fair. 
Iowa State students voted the trophy 
is the “worst thing they’ve ever seen.”
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The Beyer Hall pool has 
been closed until further 
notice.
The facility’s website 
posted on Thursday that the 
circulation pump — the pipe 
which pumps chlorine into 
the pool to keep it clean — 
has broken.
Although the pool is 
closed, all other areas of 
Beyer Hall remain open —
apart from the section of 
Beyer still under construc-
tion. The weight room, and 
the basketball court are still 
open to all students, officials 
said Monday night.
Beyer Hall Pool, open to 
the general public for free, is 
home to the ISU swimming 
and diving team. There is 
time to get the pump fixed 
before the season starts, 
however. The first meet — 
the Alumni Meet — is slated 
for Sept. 30.
Check back at iowastate-
daily.com for updates on the 
pool.
Daily Staff
Recreation
Pump forces closure of Beyer pool
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Beyer Hall, the home of the ISU swimming and 
diving teams, is closed until further notice, 
according to the facility’s website. The Cyclones 
open the season Sept. 30.
Photo: Stuart Villanueva/The Associated Press
Texas A&M quarterback Ryan Tannehill takes a long snap during college 
football practice Aug. 9 in College Station, Texas.
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Defensive end, Patrick Neal chases an opponent during the Kansas State on Saturday, Sept. 18. Patrick’s father, Brian, 
played on the offensive line for Iowa State. 
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ISU volleyball coach Christy Johnson-
Lynch and her squad now have less than a week 
left of preparation before they open their season 
this weekend with a trio of games in DeKalb, Ill.
After the annual Cardinal and Gold scrim-
mage this past weekend, Johnson-Lynch said 
there is still plenty of work to be done before 
the No. 18 Cyclones hit the court Friday against 
Cincinnati.
“We have to get our middles going on the 
slides a little better and we’ve got to make sure 
our outsides are getting kills in transition,” 
Johnson-Lynch said. “We tend to not get a 
great approach and hit low into blocks. We got 
blocked for points a lot on the outside.”
The team also will go into next weekend with 
a couple starting positions up in the air, includ-
ing both outside positions. As a result, players 
were frequently substituted and moved around 
at the Cardinal and Gold scrimmage this past 
Saturday.
Junior middle blocker Jamie Straube, who 
was named to this year’s Big 12 Preseason 
team, said that one of the biggest areas the team 
needed to work on was knowing each other’s 
tendencies.
“We just need to keep getting in a rhythm,” 
Straube said. “We’re still moving people around 
a lot and playing next to different people, so it 
kind of takes a while to know, ‘OK she’s next to 
me, I know what ball I’m tak-
ing and which ball she’s taking.’ 
Different players pass the ball 
differently and just working 
with different setters and just 
trying to figure each other out.”
Johnson-Lynch noted that 
while both outside positions 
remained question marks, 
senior Carly Jenson, who is 
listed as an outside hitter, had 
essentially secured a spot 
somewhere in the starting 
lineup.
“When you play with that 
real-life pressure, some peo-
ple step up, some people get 
nervous and get tentative,” 
Johnson-Lynch said. “It’s very 
hard to replicate that in practice, so I think we’ll 
find out more after we play a real game.”
Victoria Hurtt is another outside hitter who 
will see playing time early this season. The fresh-
man from Kansas City, Mo., had a team-high 18 
kills in the Cardinal and Gold scrimmage.
“She competes, and I think that’s her best 
quality,” Johnson-Lynch said of Hurtt. “She can 
also terminate and if you have someone that can 
terminate, they’re going to be out there. She’s 
just doing a really nice job on the left side for us.”
This weekend, the Cyclones will face 
Cincinnati, IUPUI and Northern Illinois in 
DeKalb, Ill., at the Northern Illinois Invitational.
Volleyball
Cyclones improve as 2011 season approaches
By Zach.Gourley 
@iowastatedaily.com
File photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
Players react to a spike during the volleyball team’s scrimmage on Aug. 20 at Hilton Coliseum.
Johnson-Lynch
Straube
The New York Times, but no 
official statement from the Big 
12 has been released.
Roadblocks for the Aggies, 
if they did decide to leave the 
conference, include the SEC’s 
desire for a 14th team — if 
Texas A&M joined the SEC, 
the league would have only 
13 teams — and backing out 
of the 13-year $1.17 billion 
television deal that the 
Big 12 signed with FOX in 
April.
Teams that have been men-
tioned as possibly filling that 
role as a 14th team include 
ACC schools Florida State, 
Virginia Tech and Clemson, 
Louisville of the Big East 
and another Big 12 team in 
Missouri.
Missouri’s athletic director 
Mike Alden told the St. Louis 
Post-Dispatch “No, no, no” to 
the claims Missouri may be on 
the way out, and both Florida 
State and Clemson’s athletic 
directors denied any reports of 
leaving the ACC.
As for the TV deal, 
Colorado agreed to pay 
$6.83 million and 
Nebraska $9.25 million out 
of the Big 12’s previous TV 
deal, but the numbers for 
Texas A&M to settle have 
been projected to be as high as 
$28 million.
In turn, a school like Iowa 
State, which has the lowest 
athletic budget of any team 
in the Big 12, finds itself in an 
interesting predicament with 
its conference membership 
dwindling.
ISU football coach Paul 
Rhoads was asked about Texas 
A&M’s possible departure on 
Aug. 13, hours after ESPN’s 
released report confirming 
A&M planned to leave the 
conference.
“I don’t mean to just give 
you a pat answer, but I’ve got 
no say in it,” Rhoads said. 
“They’re not going to ask me 
and quite frankly they’re not 
going to ask Jamie Pollard 
what’s next and what should 
we do, so all I can worry about 
is the Iowa State football team 
and preparing them.”
ISU Athletic Director 
Jamie Pollard has declined 
any comment on Big 12 
realignment this summer, 
but during the conference 
realignment talks last 
summer, he reiter-
ated that he believes the 
Big 12 Conference is the 
“perfect fit” for Iowa State.
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The Associated Press
NAPA, Calif.  — The 
Oakland Raiders used a third-
round pick Monday in the 
NFL’s supplemental draft to 
select former Ohio State quar-
terback Terrelle Pryor.
The Raiders and the league 
announced that Oakland used 
the 18th selection of the round 
for Pryor. Oakland forfeits its 
third-round selection in the 
2012 draft.
Pryor’s agent, Drew 
Rosenhaus, said his client was 
excited about going in the third 
round after waiting until last 
Thursday to find out he’d even 
be eligible for the supplemen-
tal draft and not working out 
for teams until Saturday.
“We’re tickled and thrilled 
that Terrelle went in the third 
round and to the Raiders,” 
Rosenhaus said. “The third 
round is quite an accomplish-
ment for a young man who had 
his pro day 48 hours ago and 
didn’t know he would be in the 
draft until Thursday morning 
and wasn’t able to meet with 
any decision-makers.”
Pryor immediately headed 
to the Bay Area after being 
drafted and Rosenhaus said he 
hoped to finalize a contract as 
soon as possible to get Pryor on 
the practice field. Rosenhaus 
has already negotiated a third-
round deal with the Raiders 
this summer with rookie cor-
nerback DeMarcus Van Dyke.
“We’re optimistic this 
will be a smooth negotiation,” 
he said. “We enjoy working 
with the Raiders and he’s very 
excited.”
Pryor will be able to prac-
tice immediately after signing 
and play in the remaining two 
exhibition games. But he will 
not be eligible to practice with 
or play for Oakland during the 
regular season until the team’s 
sixth game.
When he was allowed to 
enter Monday’s draft, he was 
handed a five-game suspen-
sion by Commissioner Roger 
Goodell — the same number 
of games he would have sat out 
had he returned to Ohio State. 
Pryor has said he will not ap-
peal the suspension.
Pryor gave up his final sea-
son with the Buckeyes after an 
investigation into the team’s 
memorabilia-for-cash scandal 
that cost coach Jim Tressel his 
job.
His selection by the Raiders 
hardly is surprising. Oakland 
often makes bold moves in the 
draft because owner Al Davis 
covets size and speed. Pryor 
ran a 4.36 in the 40 during his 
workout for 17 NFL teams 
Saturday. At 6-foot-5 and 232 
pounds, he is similar in height 
to JaMarcus Russell, the LSU 
quarterback chosen No. 1 over-
all by the Raiders in the 2007 
draft.
But Pryor is much more 
mobile. As a junior, Pryor had 
his best season statistically, 
throwing for 2,772 yards and 
27 touchdowns with 11 inter-
ceptions. He also ran for 754 
yards and four scores while 
helping the Buckeyes win the 
Sugar Bowl.
“We all know how Al Davis 
likes big players who can run, 
and Terrelle brings a dimen-
sion of size and speed that’s 
unique to the quarterback po-
sition,” Rosenhaus said. “The 
Raiders are a good fit for him 
because they have had an un-
settled quarterback situation 
for a number of years and have 
worked in a number of differ-
ent players. Any young quar-
terback would like the oppor-
tunity to go there and compete 
and be the guy.”
Oakland’s starting quarter-
back is Jason Campbell, now 
in his second season with the 
Raiders after being acquired 
from Washington, where he 
spent five seasons. Campbell is 
in the last year of his contract, 
as are backups Kyle Boller and 
Trent Edwards.
The Raiders considered 
drafting a quarterback to 
groom for the future in April 
but did not find the right fit. 
Now they have Pryor to fill that 
role.
Oakland is now without 
picks in the second, third and 
fourth rounds next year. The 
Raiders traded the 2012 sec-
ond-round pick along with a 
2011 seventh-round selection 
for third- and fourth-round 
picks this past draft to take of-
fensive lineman Joe Barksdale 
and running back Taiwan 
Jones. They sent their fourth-
round pick a year ago to the 
Redskins for Campbell.
Oakland could recoup 
some picks as compensation 
for losing Nnamdi Asomugha, 
Zach Miller and Robert 
Gallery as free agents.
No other players were 
chosen.
Also eligible for the draft 
were former Georgia run-
ning back Caleb King, former 
Northern Illinois safety Tracy 
Wilson, former Western 
Carolina cornerback Torez 
Jones, former Lindenwood 
University defensive end 
Keenan Mace, and former 
North Carolina defensive end 
Mike McAdoo.
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Oakland Raiders use 3rd-round pick for Pryor
Photo: Rebecca Droke/Associated Press
Former Ohio State quarterback Terrelle Pryor works out for NFL football scouts Saturday in Greensburg, Pa. 
Last season, the ISU soccer team had 
a school-record 14 freshmen on its open-
ing-day squad, a number at which most 
coaches would cringe.
However, coach Wendy Dillinger and 
the rest of the team helped the newcom-
ers emerge as some of the top players in 
the Big 12 and raised their conference 
win total by one for a second-straight 
year.
This season, Iowa State (2-0-0) has 
only 11 new faces that hope to continue 
the success this year’s sophomores had 
last season. Dillinger was very compli-
mentary of her new class, but she said 
they have a little way to go to be as suc-
cessful as their predecessors.
“Our incoming class is talented,” 
Dillinger said.
“We have a lot of talent in different po-
sitions, size, speed, athletic ability, [and] I 
think the difference is the gap they have 
to close relative to last year’s freshman 
class is different and the sophomores 
have raised the bar again already in the 
last 10 days and preseason.
“They’re definitely going to contrib-
ute, [but] they have a little bit further to 
go to get on the field than the sophomores 
did as freshmen last year.”
In Friday’s match against Drake, 
freshman Hayley Womack scored one of 
the two goals and got in on the action as 
well with an assist in the 2-0 victory.
Fellow freshman Kaeli Flaska also 
put a shot on goal for the Cyclone offen-
sive attack in the team’s first victory of 
the season.
On Sunday, Iowa State took on 
Northern Illinois in its first home match 
of the season with the freshmen getting 
back at it again.
Sophomore forward Jennifer 
Dominguez kicked off the scoring with 
a sliding goal early in the first half, and 
with less than 10 minutes until halftime, 
freshman Ashley Johnson fired a shot 
from 25 yards, putting the Cyclones up 
2-0 for good.
Senior Mary Kate McLaughlin and 
the rest of the upperclassmen have given 
the rookies lots of advice already of how 
to succeed at the Division I level, and 
making the jump from high school to col-
lege is one thing she stressed.
“The transition from high school to 
college is huge, and it’s one that it’s hard 
to put into one single word or one single 
piece of advice,” McLaughlin said at me-
dia day. “We’ve talked about a lot of things 
at practice about what it means to play at 
a high level.”
Dominguez was part of the giant 
freshman class last season and said this 
year’s class has impressed her already.
“They’re all really eager to learn and 
they’re all eager to get on the field and 
they all want to play,” Dominguez said. 
“The speed of play, the physicality and 
everything is different in the college level 
and so there’s a big gap, but they’re work-
ing extremely hard to fill that and to be 
right up with the upperclassmen.”
Another one of last year’s freshmen 
is Emily Goldstein, who led the team in 
points and goals last season. The sopho-
more midfielder now had some words of 
advice for the newcomers as well.
“They have to come in confident and 
know that they’re on this team for a rea-
son and just leave everything on the field 
at all times and not go in and regret not 
doing something on the field,” Goldstein 
said.
The Cyclones will take their 2-0 re-
cord to Wisconsin this weekend to face 
Green Bay and Washington.
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Soccer
By Cory.Weaver 
@iowastatedaily.com
Cyclone freshmen propel team
By  The Associated Press
JUPITER, Fla. — Tiger 
Woods is thinking about add-
ing another PGA Tour event to 
his schedule.
Woods failed to qualify for 
the FedEx Cup playoffs that 
start this week in New Jersey 
for the top 125 players in the 
standings, meaning he is in-
eligible for tour events until 
October. He said on his website 
Monday that he might add a 
tournament in the Fall Series.
“Right now, I’m looking at 
my options,” Woods said.
The Fall Series begins in 
Las Vegas on Sept. 29. It is fol-
lowed by the Frys.com Open 
in San Martin, Calif., before 
moving to the East Coast for 
the final two weeks — the 
McGladrey Classic in St. 
Simons Island, Ga., and con-
cluding with the tournament 
at Disney on Oct. 20-23.
Woods won Las Vegas for 
his first PGA Tour victory in 
1996. He also won Disney that 
year.
He also said he wants to 
be part of the Presidents Cup 
team in Australia the week 
before Thanksgiving, although 
Woods will to have to rely on 
being one of two captain’s 
picks.
“I’ve had some conversa-
tions with U.S. captain Fred 
Couples, and we’ll see how it 
goes,” Woods said.
“Of course, I want to be 
on the team. It’s always fun to 
play for your country, and we 
did pretty well two years ago 
in San Francisco. I’m just go-
ing to keep practicing and try 
to get better. It’s Freddie’s call, 
and he can make any choice he 
wants.”
Woods is to play Aug. 31 in 
upstate New York, a one-day 
exhibition to support the char-
ity of longtime friend Notah 
Begay.
Still to be decided is a 
full-time caddie. Woods used 
childhood friend Bryon Bell at 
the Bridgestone Invitational 
and the PGA Championship, 
where he missed the cut for 
only the third time in a major.
“I haven’t decided on a new 
caddie yet, but am definitely 
thinking about it a lot,” Woods 
said.
“There’s a few guys I’m 
looking at, but it all depends on 
timing. At this point, I’m in no 
hurry to make a decision.”
He said the two things he is 
looking for in a caddie are ex-
perience and “a person I’ll have 
fun with.”
Woods fell to No. 36 in 
the world Monday, his lowest 
ranking since Nov. 17, 1996.
PGA Golf
Woods considers 
adding Tour event
Photo courtesy of Charlie Riedel/Associated Press
Tiger Woods waits to putt on the 17th hole during the second 
round of the PGA Championship golf tournament Aug. 12 at the 
Atlanta Athletic Club in Johns Creek, Ga.
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Midfielder Emily Goldstein defends the ball from midfielder Leah DeMoss in the Iowa State-Iowa game Sept. 17, 2010 at the  
ISU Soccer Complex.
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By Mike Schneider
The	Associated	Press
ORLANDO, Fla. — Casey Anthony 
should be forced to serve probation for 
check fraud because it was impossible to 
enforce the sentence when she was jailed 
while awaiting trial on charges of mur-
dering her 2-year-old daughter, Florida’s 
attorney general said Monday.
A court filing from Attorney General 
Pam Bondi’s office opposes efforts by 
Anthony’s attorneys — who say the wom-
an is now back in Florida — to prevent 
her from serving the probation sentence. 
Last week, Anthony’s attorneys filed 
an appeal in state court arguing she had 
already served the probation sentence 
while she was jailed on the murder 
charge. 
Anthony was acquitted last month of 
murdering her daughter, Caylee, in a case 
unrelated to the check fraud, and she was 
released from the Orange County Jail. 
Since then, she has kept a low profile, and 
her exact whereabouts have been secret.
“Legally, it is clear that a defendant 
cannot serve probation while incarcerat-
ed,” the attorney general said in the filing.
Circuit Judge Stan Strickland sen-
tenced Anthony to a year of probation in 
January 2010 after she pleaded guilty to 
stealing checks from a friend. At the time, 
Strickland said Anthony should serve the 
probation upon her release, but those in-
structions never made it into a written 
order. Corrections officials interpreted 
the sentence to mean Anthony could 
serve the probation while she was in jail.
Strickland clarified in an order earlier 
this month that Anthony must begin her 
probation now that she is out of jail. He 
then recused himself from the case and 
turned it over to Judge Belvin Perry, who 
had presided over Anthony’s murder tri-
al. Perry upheld Strickland’s order, which 
Anthony’s attorneys appealed last week 
to the Fifth District Court of Appeals in 
Daytona Beach.
If the order is upheld, Anthony has 
until noon Friday to report to the proba-
tion office. 
A Department of Corrections spokes-
woman said Monday that there is a pos-
sibility Anthony could report to a proba-
tion office outside Orlando. 
Anthony should serve probation, 
says Florida attorney general
Judiciary
Photo	courtesy	of	Joe	Burbank/	
The	Associated	Press
Casey Anthony’s lawyer Jose Baez said 
bringing Anthony back to Florida from 
an undisclosed location would just 
add to what he called the “circus-like 
atmosphere” around her case.  
Crime
By Ken Kusmer
The	Associated	Press
INDIANAPOLIS — As a 
76-year-old scoutmaster led 
two young charges on a nature 
hike, they stopped to identify a 
tree — a pause authorities say 
put them in the path of a man 
who emerged from a nearby 
home with a 12-inch knife and 
stabbed the group’s leader, 
leaving him to bleed to death 
on the trail.
The attack Sunday after-
noon on the Nickel Plate Trail 
in Bunker Hill, 60 miles north 
of Indianapolis, killed Arthur 
Anderson, a scouting volun-
teer for 50 years who also men-
tored young computer whizzes 
at Kokomo High School and 
held a patent for an electrical 
device.
Authorities say that after 
approaching Anderson from 
behind and stabbing him with-
out provocation, 22-year-old 
Shane Golitko returned to the 
home where he had earlier 
assaulted his mother, break-
ing her arm, and stabbed his 
two dogs, killing one of them. 
He fled in his mother’s Jeep, 
leading police on an eight-mile 
chase before he was arrested. 
Authorities said it wasn’t clear 
what set Golitko off, and nei-
ther drugs nor alcohol were 
involved.
“It was a senseless act,” said 
Indiana State Police Detective 
Tony Frawley, who had stated 
in a court affidavit that Golitko 
told him “that the reason he 
got the knife from his bedroom 
was to ‘stab the guy with the 
gray hair.’”
Golitko, who is charged 
with murder and two felony 
counts of battery, is being held 
without bond in the Miami 
County Jail in Peru. pending a 
Thursday court appearance.
Nature hike took 
scout leader into 
attacker’s path 
WALSENBURG, Colo. — State pros-
ecutors filed attempted murder charges 
Monday against three siblings accused in 
a cross-country crime spree that began in 
Florida and ended with gunplay and a po-
lice chase in southern Colorado.
Authorities say Lee Grace Dougherty, 
29, and her younger brothers Dylan 
Stanley-Dougherty, 26, and Ryan Edward 
Dougherty, 21, robbed a bank in Georgia 
and shot at police officers in Florida and 
Colorado. They’re also suspects in two car 
thefts in Utah.
Authorities initially identified the 
26-year-old as Dylan Dougherty Stanley, 
but he told the judge Monday his name is 
Dylan Stanley-Dougherty.
Federal authorities said Monday they 
had not filed any charges. It wasn’t imme-
diately clear if they planned to do so later.
The cross-country manhunt for the 
Doughertys ended in Huerfano, Colo., 
on Aug. 10 after a chase on Interstate 25 
that began when the trio was spotted near 
Colorado City, Colo.
The Doughertys are accused of fir-
ing an AK-47 at pursuing officers before 
running over spike strips, blowing a tire, 
rolling the vehicle and crashing into a 
guardrail. No officers were hit by the au-
tomatic weapon fire. Lee Grace Dougherty 
was shot in the leg after getting out of the 
crashed vehicle and aiming a gun at an of-
ficer, authorities said.
“I deserved to get shot,” she told au-
thorities, according to an arrest affidavit.
Colorado state prosecutors filed their 
charges just ahead of a court hearing for 
the Doughertys.
Each faces five counts of attempted 
second-degree murder and five counts of 
first-degree assault.
The Associated Press
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Don’t Let Back or Neck Pain
Get You Down
• Headaches
• Neck pain
• Tight muscles
• Lower back pain
• Numbness in
   hands or feet
NEW PATIENTS WELCOME!
Call Us Today For an Appointment
233-1709
“Your Local Family Chiropractor”
809 Wheeler St. Suite 2 • Northern Lights Center
Our experienced staff  can help with:
Register 
Now For Fall
Classes At
www.bethclarkedance.com
118 High Ave. Ames   232-8908
TAP   BALLET   JAZZ
POINTE   HIP HOP   BATON
“Quality dance education with an
emphasis on confidence & self esteem.”
BETH CLARKE, director
Ages 3 and up
Flexible class times
State-of-the-art dance floor
Family discounted rates
Small classes for individual attention
Former college dance instructor,
Funded by GSB • www.stuorg.iastate.edu/judo • www.stuorg.iastate.edu/hapkido • www.stuorg.iastate.edu/tkd
Cyclone Martial Arts Club
Evening classes starting 8/24
202E Forker Building
TAEKWONDO
JUDO
HAPKIDO
Taekwondo
6pm–Beginners
7pm–Intermediate
8pm–Advanced
M Tu W Th F
Taekwondo
6pm–Beginners
7pm–Intermediate
8pm–Advanced
Taekwondo
6pm–Beginners
7pm–Advanced
New students are welcome at any time
Judo 
6pm–All ranks
Hapkido
7pm–Beginners
8pm–Advanced
Judo 
6pm–All ranks
Hapkido
7pm–Beginners
8pm–Advanced
Judo President
Kedge Zawack
zawack@iastate.edu
507-301-4174 
Hapkido President 
Celene Oglesbee
oglesbee@iastate.edu
515-771-7590
Taekwondo President 
Lauren Pudenz
laurenpudenz@gmail.com
402-217-2261
Faculty Advisor/Instructor
Yong Chin Pak
ycpak@iastate.edu
515-294-5966
Matt Hamann
hamannma@hotmail.com
507-227-2964
Assistant
BUY. SELL. TRADE.
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CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) — The registrar at Liberty 
University in Virginia says a pastor charged with kidnap-
ping and raping three women at gunpoint never attended the 
university.
Dale Richardson, who had served as pastor at Freedom 
Free Will Baptist Church in Ladson, S.C., is in jail on the 
charges.
The church Web site lists Richardson as a graduate of 
Liberty in Lynchburg, Va., the college founded by preacher 
Jerry Falwell.
But Larry Shackleton, a vice president and the registrar at 
the university, said Monday the 46-year-old Richardson never 
earned a degree or even attended a class at Liberty.
The website says Richardson became pastor of the Ladson 
church in June of last year.
He was arrested last month.
By Matthew Brown
The	Associated	Press
BILLINGS, Mont. — Exxon Mobil Pipeline Co. has told 
federal regulators that its oil pipeline spill into Montana’s 
Yellowstone River will cost about $42.6 million.
That figure was included in documents obtained Monday 
by The Associated Press as a result of a public information 
request submitted to federal pipeline regulators. The July 1 
pipeline break near Laurel spilled an estimated 42,000 gal-
lons, or 1,000 barrels, of crude oil into the scenic waterway.
Exxon Mobil’s cost estimate includes $40 million for 
emergency response work and $2.5 million for damage to 
public and private property. The company valued the lost oil 
at $100,000.
About 1,000 people are involved in mopping up the spill, 
which fouled dozens of miles of riverbank.
Exxon estimates spill 
will cost company  
more than $42 million
Enviornment
Liberty University 
says pastor never 
attended university
Education Law
Siblings accused in crime spree 
charged in Colorado court
Photo:		Ed	Andrieski/The	Associated	Press
Police guard the emergency entrance to Spanish Peak’s Medical Center in Walsenburg, 
Colo., where three fugitive siblings are being treated after they crashed their automobile 
and were arrested near Walsenburg on Aug. 10.
Illegal activity
By The Associated Press
BUNKER HILL, Ind. — A 
76-year-old man has been 
stabbed to death while leading 
Boy Scouts on a hiking trip in 
northern Indiana, and a sus-
pect who battered his mother 
and killed a dog at their home 
nearby is under arrest, police 
said.
The assistant scout lead-
er, Arthur L. Anderson, had 
stopped to identify a tree 
on the Nickel Plate Trail in 
Bunker Hill Sunday afternoon 
when an attacker approached 
him from behind and stabbed 
him in the neck, Indiana State 
Police said in a statement. 
Witnesses told police the at-
tack was unprovoked.
Anderson, of Kokomo, Ind., 
“was doing probably the most 
innocent thing he could do, 
leading a group of Boy Scouts,” 
Indiana State Police Sgt. Tony 
Slocum said. “He was in the 
wrong place at the wrong 
time.”
Officers later arrested 
Shane C. Golitko, 22, of Bunker 
Hill, after he ignored a state 
trooper’s attempted traffic 
stop and led police on an eight-
mile chase, the Indiana State 
Police said in a statement.
Police are holding Golitko 
without bond on a murder 
charge and two felony counts 
of battery at the Miami County 
Jail. He is due in Miami Circuit 
Court on Thursday morning.
Slocum said another adult 
on the hike shielded the two 
boys, aged 11 and 12, from 
the horror of the attack, then 
called 911. Anderson died at 
the scene despite the efforts 
of a nearby resident who per-
formed first aid and emer-
gency medical personnel who 
responded to the 911 call.
Police said Anderson had 
been involved in scouting for 
50 years.
“It was a senseless act,” 
Indiana State Police Detective 
Tony Frawley said of the 
attack.
A minute before the 911 
call alerting authorities that 
Anderson had been stabbed, 
Golitko’s mother Valerie 
Henson, called 911 to report 
that her son had assaulted 
her in a dispute at their home, 
about 150 yards south of the 
trail, state police said.
Henson told police that 
after she fled to a neighbor’s 
house, her son walked to the 
trail where Anderson was later 
stabbed.
She said her son later re-
turned home, smashed up 
some of their belongings and 
stabbed the family’s two dogs, 
a boxer and a pit bull. The box-
er died.
Henson was treated for a 
broken arm. Slocum did not 
say what sparked the attack, 
nor what prompted the alter-
cation between Henson and 
Golitko.
Man fatally stabs scoutmaster from behind
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BOTTOMS UP!
WELCOME
 HOME
125 Main St.
232-1528
TUES:   $1 Off  Micro Bottles
            $2 Captains
WED:    $4 Monkey Bombs
            $1 Pint Night
THURS: $2 Off  Any Pitcher
     (Excludes OMBC)
FRI/SAT: Live Music - 
      4-7pm $2 Domestic Pints
SUN:    Happy Hr. All Day 
           Free pool
MON:   $1 Off  Monster Drinks 
           & Bombs
TUES:   $2 Captains
WED:    Happy Hr. Pitchers
THURS: $1 Off  Import Bottles
            $2 Domestic Bottles
56 Beers on Tap
Pool, Football,
Darts, Pinball
and Live Music
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By Frazier Moore
AP	Television	Writer
NEW YORK — David Letterman was back at 
“Late Show” on Monday after a two-week vaca-
tion, his first day at work since a threat against 
his life was posted on a jihadist website.
CBS has declined to comment on any special 
security measures being taken at Letterman’s 
midtown Manhattan theater for the taping.
Last week, a frequent contributor to a jihad-
ist website posted a threat to Letterman. He 
urged Muslim followers to “cut the tongue” of 
the late-night host because of a joke and gesture 
the comic had made about al-Qaida leaders on 
his CBS show. The website is a popular Internet 
destination for radical Muslims.
One joke among several about al-Qaida that 
may have helped inspire the threat was part of 
Letterman’s monologue on his June 8 show. 
This was just days after the death of al-Qaida 
leader Ilyas Kashmiri, who was killed by a U.S. 
drone strike in Pakistan. Though Kashmiri was 
rumored to be a long-shot choice to succeed 
Osama bin Laden, he wouldn’t have worked out 
even had he lived, Letterman cracked, pointing 
to Kashmiri’s “rocky start”: “He botched up the 
story of Paul Revere.”
The real butt of that joke: Sarah Palin, poten-
tial 2012 GOP presidential candidate, who in 
early June on her “One Nation” bus tour claimed 
that Paul Revere’s famous ride was intended to 
warn British soldiers as well as his fellow colo-
nists. The contributor, who identified himself 
as Umar al-Basrawi, wrote that Letterman had 
referred to both bin Laden and Kashmiri and 
said that in talking about Kashmiri’s death, 
Letterman had “put his hand on his neck and 
demonstrated the way of slaughter.”
“Is there not among you a Sayyid Nosair al-
Mairi ... to cut the tongue of this lowly Jew and 
shut it forever?” Al-Basrawi wrote, referring to 
El Sayyid Nosair, who was convicted of the 1990 
killing of Jewish Defense League founder Meir 
Kahane. The FBI said last week that it was look-
ing into the threat.
By Bruce Schreiner
The	Associated	Press
SHELBYVILLE, Ky. — A 
Kentucky man suing a doctor 
for amputating his penis tes-
tified Monday that he wanted 
to flee the hospital when he 
learned part of the organ had 
been removed.
Truck driver Phillip 
Seaton testified during his tri-
al against Dr. John Patterson 
that the doctor came into his 
room after the 2007 surgery 
that was supposed to have 
been a circumcision.
Patterson’s attorney said 
during opening arguments 
that he had no choice but to 
remove the tip of Seaton’s 
penis because it was riddled 
with deadly penile cancer.
Seaton recalled Patterson 
telling him, “The bad news 
is you have cancer. The good 
news is I had to cut some of 
your penis off.”
Seaton said he then went 
into the restroom.
“I pulled the dressing 
down, and I didn’t see noth-
ing,” Seaton said under ques-
tioning by his attorney, Kevin 
George. “Then I came out of 
the restroom and I said, ‘I’m 
getting the hell out of this 
damn hospital.’”
Seaton, 64, and his wife, 
Deborah, are seeking unspec-
ified damages for “loss of ser-
vice, love and affection.”
“I didn’t have no say in 
it,” he testified. “I wasn’t told 
what had to be done. It was 
just done.”
Patterson’s attorney, Clay 
Robinson, said during open-
ing arguments in Shelby 
County Circuit Court that the 
doctor discovered deadly pe-
nile cancer.
By Jennifer Peltz 
and Tom Hays
Associated	Press
NEW YORK — New York 
City prosecutors filed court 
papers Monday recommend-
ing dismissal of sexual assault 
charges against Dominique 
Strauss-Kahn, who was ac-
cused of attacking a hotel maid 
in May in a globally sensa-
tional case that eventually dis-
solved amid questions about 
the woman’s credibility.
The accuser, Nafissatou 
Diallo, and her attorney, 
Kenneth Thompson, met 
briefly with representatives of 
the Manhattan district attor-
ney’s office to discuss the de-
cision not to proceed with the 
prosecution.
Thompson didn’t say what 
had happened inside or reveal 
what his client was told, but he 
recited a short statement con-
demning prosecutors for their 
handling of the case.
“Manhattan District 
Attorney Cyrus Vance has de-
nied the right of a woman to 
get justice in a rape case,” he 
said. “He has not only turned 
his back on this innocent vic-
tim. But he has also turned his 
back on the forensic, medical 
and other physical evidence in 
this case.”
A person familiar with 
the case earlier told The 
Associated Press that pros-
ecutors had concerns about 
Diallo’s credibility and insuffi-
cient evidence of forced sexual 
encounter. The person spoke 
on the condition of anonymity.
Diallo is also suing Strauss-
Kahn, seeking to make him pay 
financially if not with his free-
dom, a move that the diplo-
mat’s lawyers said also eroded 
her credibility. 
Prosecutors filed paper-
work with the court Monday 
recommending that the charg-
es be dismissed. The docu-
ment was not immediately 
made available to the public, so 
the district attorney’s reasons 
for asking for the dismissal 
were not known.
Strauss-Kahn is scheduled 
to go before a judge Tuesday. 
His lawyers, William Taylor 
and Benjamin Brafman, issued 
a statement saying that he and 
his family were grateful for the 
decision.
Court
Prosecutors seek to dismiss 
charges against Strauss-Kahn
Letterman back at work  
after website death threat
Entertainment
Photo:	Mary	Altaffer/The	Associated	Press
Nafissatou Diallo, right, who accused former IMF Head Dominique Strauss-Kahn of sexually 
attacking her, speaks to reporters as her attorney Ken Thompson listens during a news conference 
Thursday, July 28, 2011, at the Christian Cultural Center in the Brooklyn borough of New York. 
Surgery
Man wanted to flee after 
news of penis amputation
Photo:	Brian	Bohannon/The	Associated	Press
Deborah and Phillip Seaton wait as their attorney confers 
with the judge Thursday at the Shelby County Courthouse in 
Shelbyville, Ky., after jury selection. 
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Photo: Nicole Wiegand/Iowa State Daily
Maritza Gonzalez, freshman in biology and psychology, sorts through papers at her desk in Elm Hall on Wednesday, Aug. 17. Gonzalez moved in early and spent her day unpacking and settling into her room.
Photo: Nick Nelson/Iowa State Daily
Student volunteers help fellow students move into Wilson Hall on Wednesday, Aug 17.
Photo: John Andrus/Iowa State Daily
Stacie Reed, senior in animal ecology, asks a few move-in related questions 
Wednesday, Aug. 17, to Emily Kuster, senior in materials engineering, who 
works at the post office in Wallace/Wilson residence halls. 
Photo: Bertha Bush/Iowa State Daily
John Kraus, freshman in pre-business, takes a break from moving students into 
Eaton Hall on Wednesday, Aug. 17.
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Photo: Nicole Wiegand/Iowa State Daily
Maritza Gonzalez, freshman in biology and psychology, sorts through papers at her desk in Elm Hall on Wednesday, Aug. 17. Gonzalez moved in early and spent her day unpacking and settling into her room.
Photo: Bertha Bush/Iowa State Daily
Lines of traffic flow through Union Drive to move new and returning students in Wednesday, Aug. 17.
Photo: Nick Nelson/Iowa State Daily
One elevator in Wilson Hall was out of service during fall move in, leaving students with one elevator to use Wednesday, 
Aug. 17.
Photo: Nicole Wiegand/Iowa State Daily
Roommates Nate Hanks, freshman in chemical engineering, and Kyle Tjossem, freshman in kinesiology and health, 
rearrange their room in Welch Hall with the help of Kyle’s father, Steve Tjossem, on Wednesday, Aug. 17.
Photo: Kait McKinney/Iowa State Daily
Myra Chin, junior in integrated studio arts, and Hannah Thomsen, freshman in 
chemistry, take a break from volunteering with the Fall Move-In Crew outside 
Eaton Hall on Wednesday, Aug. 17. Students could volunteer to help students 
move in to dorms.
Photo: Bertha Bush/Iowa State Daily
Iowa State volunteers help new and returning students 
move into Eaton Hall on Wednesday, Aug. 17.
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StOp when the
Sun GOeS
dOwn!
Sunday-thursday
4pm - 2am
Friday-Saturday
3pm - 2am
NEW YORK — International oil 
prices fell Monday on the prospect 
that exports from Libya will return 
to the market at a time of economic 
weakness.
It will be at least several months 
before Libya is producing enough oil 
to start exporting it again. But any ex-
tra shipments could lower the price 
of gasoline, which has already come 
down more than 40 cents a gallon 
from its peak in May.
Brent crude, which is used to 
price many international oil variet-
ies, dropped 92 cents to $107.70 per 
barrel in London. U.S. benchmark 
crude fell briefly, then rose $1.01 to 
$83.42 per barrel in New York as 
traders used a financial strategy to 
take profits.
Gasoline already has dropped 
41 cents from a peak of $3.98 a gal-
lon on May 5 to $3.57 Monday. That’s 
because a slowdown in the global 
economy has cut demand for crude 
and fuel. Pump prices could fall as 
low as $3.25 per gallon by the middle 
of September.
Now, traders are also considering 
the possibility that Libya’s six-month 
rebellion could return more oil to 
markets. Over the weekend, rebels 
overran forces loyal to Moammar 
Gadhafi and claimed control of much 
of the nation’s capital. Gadhafi’s 
whereabouts were unknown and two 
of his sons were captured by rebels.
The ouster of Gadhafi, who ruled 
the North African nation for four de-
cades, would clear the way for a new 
government and a return to oil pro-
duction, which stopped during the 
conflict.
Libya sits on the largest oil re-
serves in Africa. Before the uprising, 
it was the world’s 12th largest export-
er, delivering more than 1.5 million 
barrels per day to mostly European 
markets.
How quickly its production can 
be restart depends on a number of 
factors, including how fast the reb-
els form a government and how soon 
international oil companies move 
workers back to Libya. It will also 
take time for the nation’s oil fields 
and pipelines to come up to full speed.
Technicians from Italian oil com-
pany Eni were already working to 
restart oil and natural gas production 
in Libya, according Italian Foreign 
Minister Franco Frattini. Eni is 
the largest foreign producer in the 
country.
Eni declined to elaborate on the 
comments, but noted that restarting 
production could take some time — 
a couple months for natural gas and 
even a year for oil.
In other Nymex trading for 
September contracts, heating oil 
lost less than a penny to $2.8954 per 
gallon and gasoline futures dropped 
3.67 cents to $2.8045 per gallon. 
Natural gas fell 4.9 cents to $3.891 per 
1,000 cubic feet.
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Photo: Richard Drew/The Associated Press
Traders work in the oil options pit of the New York Mercantile Exchange on Monday.
Gasoline
Oil falls on prospect that Libya crude will return
By	Chris	Kahn	and	
Jonathan	Fahey	
The Associated Press
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As always, the Hy-Vee Vision Center offers 
20% off glasses and contact lens orders for 
all students, faculty and employee’s. 
Wear your ISU apparel and receive an 
additional 10% off your order. 
We except the Student Aetna Chickering Insurance as 
well as Blue Cross Blue Shield and Avesis insurance. 
*Discount not valid with 
any other discount, offer or 
insurance.
Call or Stop in today and see 
what the Hy-Vee Vision Center 
can do for you!
3800 W. Lincoln Way  |  292-4269
Monday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Tuesday-Thursday 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Friday9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Welcome Back  
Students and 
Faculty!
Vision Center
Hours:
Hedda Gabler
September 30-Oct 9
Love’s Labor’s Lost
November 4-13
A Christmas Carol
December 2-11
Chekhov Short Stories
February 9-12
To Kill A Mockingbird
February 24- March 4
Stars over Veishea
Rent 
April 13-22
For more information visit 
www.theatre.iastate.edu, 
e-mail isutheatre@iastate.edu, 
or call 515.294.2624
2011- 2012Season
CHILMARK, Mass. — As rebels celebrated 
in Tripoli, President Barack Obama declared 
Monday that Moammar Gadhafi’s long rule is 
over. “The future of Libya is in the hands of its 
people,” he said.
Speaking from a rented vacation home on 
Martha’s Vineyard, Obama heralded U.S. and 
international military efforts that helped bring 
about the outcome. But with Gadhafi’s precise 
whereabouts unknown, the president cautioned 
that uncertainty and threats remained.
Obama called on Gadhafi to surrender and 
end the bloodshed, and on the opposition to seek 
a just transition into an uncertain future.
“The rights of all Libyans must be respected,” 
he said. “True justice will not come from reprisals 
and violence; it will come from reconciliation and 
a Libya that allows its citizens to determine their 
own destiny.”
The crumbling of Gadhafi’s 42-year rule was 
being described by some analysts as vindication 
of Obama’s much-criticized decision to limit U.S. 
involvement in Libya and let NATO take control 
after the U.S. led the initial air campaign in March.
Obama stopped well short of declaring a mili-
tary or political victory, leaving it to a spokesman 
to credit U.S. strategy and “the president’s robust 
leadership” with producing “a lot of favorable re-
sults.” But the president highlighted NATO’s suc-
cess after months of doubts about whether the 
alliance would be able to prevail.
“NATO has once more proven that it is the 
most capable alliance in the world and that its 
strength comes from both its firepower and the 
power of our democratic ideals,” he said.
With his re-election campaign under way and 
a war-weary public focused on jobs, Obama was 
quick to note that it all happened “without putting 
a single U.S. troop on the ground” — a policy aides 
said Obama would maintain.
It’s come at a cost, though: The Pentagon says 
that as of July 31, the U.S. had spent about $896 
million, including the daily military operations, 
munitions and humanitarian assistance.
Obama’s comments Monday were his first 
since a weekend push by the rebels into the 
Libyan capital, and since he arrived on this is-
land retreat off the coast of Massachusetts on 
Thursday for a 10-day stay
The White House had defended Obama’s 
decision to go on vacation during a time of high 
unemployment by arguing that a president can 
never really go on vacation. That reality was on 
display as the developments in Libya came to 
a boil, and Obama was forced to interrupt his 
plans for beach time and golf for briefings and 
statements.
Obama was briefed over the phone Monday 
by top national security staff, including Secretary 
of State Hilary Rodham Clinton and Defense 
Secretary Leon Panetta. Then he donned a suit 
jacket to speak to reporters in the yard of his 
rented waterside farm, before heading out to play 
basketball.
Obama also fit in a call to British Prime 
Minister David Cameron, as the U.S. and inter-
national partners that have recognized the rebel 
Transitional National Council worked to find 
a way forward. Clinton telephoned the leader 
of the Libyan Transitional National Council on 
Monday.
A State spokesman said that no decision has 
yet been made on whether to send U.S. experts to 
Libya to help prevent the Gadhafi regime’s mas-
sive arsenal of anti-aircraft missiles from slipping 
into the hands of terror groups.
U.S. intelligence also has been “keeping a close 
eye” on Gadhafi’s chemical arsenal, which “at this 
point appears to be well-guarded,” according to a 
U.S. official briefed on the Libyan operations who 
spoke on condition of anonymity to discuss mat-
ters of intelligence.
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Libya	 Nuclear	
Obama: Libya’s future  
‘in the hands of its people’
Iran moves some centrifuges 
underground for security
By	Darlene	Superville	and	
Erica	Werner	
The Associated Press
Photo: Carolyn Kaster/The Associated Press
President Barack Obama speaks about Libya 
on Monday in Chilmark, Mass., on Martha’s 
Vineyard, Mass.
TEHRAN, Iran — Iran has 
moved some of its centrifuges 
to an underground uranium 
enrichment site that offers bet-
ter protection from possible 
airstrikes, the country’s vice 
president said Monday.
Engineers are “hard at 
work” preparing the facility in 
Fordo, which is carved into a 
mountain to protect it against 
possible attacks, to house the 
centrifuges, Fereidoun Abbasi 
was quoted as saying by state 
TV.
Abbasi, who is also Iran’s 
nuclear chief, did not say how 
many centrifuges have been 
moved to Fordo nor whether 
the machines installed are the 
new, more efficient centrifuges 
Iran has promised or the old 
IR-1 types.
He did specify that the cen-
trifuges will be taken to Fordo 
from Iran’s main uranium en-
richment facility in Natanz, 
central Iran.
Uranium enrichment lies 
at the heart of Iran’s dispute 
with the West, a technol-
ogy that can be used to produce 
nuclear fuel or materials for 
atomic bombs.
The United States and 
some of its allies accuse Iran 
of using its civilian nuclear 
program as a cover to develop 
atomic weapons. Iran has de-
nied the charges, saying its nu-
clear program is peaceful and 
aimed at generating electricity, 
not nuclear weapons.
On Monday, U.S. State 
Department spokeswoman 
Victoria Nuland said the new 
program raises suspicions.
“The Iranian nuclear pro-
gram offers no plausible rea-
sons for its existing enrich-
ment of uranium up to nearly 
20 percent, nor ramping up 
this production, nor moving 
centrifuges underground,” she 
said. “And its failure to comply 
with its obligations to suspend 
its enrichment activities up to 
3.5 percent and nearly 20 per-
cent have given all of us in the 
international community rea-
son to doubt its intentions.”
Iran has been enriching 
uranium to less than 5 percent 
for years, but it began to fur-
ther enrich its uranium stock-
pile to nearly 20 percent as of 
February 2010, saying it needs 
the higher grade material to 
produce fuel for a Tehran re-
actor that makes medical ra-
dioisotopes needed for cancer 
patients. Weapons-grade ura-
nium is usually about 90 per-
cent enriched.
Iran’s higher-grade enrich-
ment efforts are of particular 
concern to the West because 
uranium at 20 percent enrich-
ment can be converted into fis-
sile material for a nuclear war-
head much more quickly than 
that at 3.5 percent.
Abbasi said Tehran was in 
no rush to install the centrifug-
es and that experts are observ-
ing all technical standards.
In June, Abbasi said Iran 
plans to triple its output of the 
20 percent enriched uranium 
and move the entire program 
to the new, secretly-built Fordo 
facility, just north of the holy 
city of Qom in central Iran.
By	Ali	Akbar	Dareini	
The Associated Press
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See what SAA can do for you!
www.isusaa.org
Unlimited access to  
over 120 discounts in Ames. 
Pay $20, S VE $100’s!
AMES
327 Main St.
515.233.4203
Open Mon-Fri 10am-6pm • Sat 10am-5pm
www.riemanmusic.com
Ames Full-Service Music Store
Serving Central Iowa for Almost 60 Years
• Band & Orchestra Instrument 
Rentals / Leases / Sales
• Guitars • Amps
• Keyboards • Drum Kits
• Sheet Music / Lesson Books
• P.A. System Sales / Rentals
• Instrument Repairs
• Accessories • Supplies
• Lesson Studios Upstairs
• Bach • Conn • Selmer • Buffet • Yamaha • Gemeinhardt  
• Fender • Peavey • Guild • Schecter • Ibanez • Alvarez
Making Your World Sound Better!
SAMANA, Dominican Republic — 
Hurricane Irene cut a destructive path 
through the Caribbean on Monday, rak-
ing Puerto Rico with strong winds and 
rain and then skirting the Dominican 
Republic on a track that could carry it to 
the U.S. Southeast as a major storm by 
the end of the week.
Irene slashed directly across Puerto 
Rico, tearing up trees and knocking out 
power to more than a million people, 
then headed out to sea north of the 
Dominican Republic.
The first hurricane of the Atlantic 
season was a large system that could 
cause dangerous mudslides and floods in 
Dominican Republic, the U.S. National 
Hurricane center said. It was not expect-
ed to make a direct hit on neighboring 
Haiti, though that country could still see 
heavy rain from the storm.
Dominican officials said the gov-
ernment had emergency food available 
for 1.5 million people if needed and the 
country’s military and public safety bri-
gades were on alert. “We have taken all 
precautions,” presidential spokesman 
Rafael Nunez said.
The Hurricane Center projected 
that Irene could grow into a Category 3 
hurricane with winds of 115 mph (184 
kph) over the Bahamas on Thursday. 
And it may carry that force northwest 
along Florida’s Atlantic coast and to-
ward a possible strike on South Carolina, 
though the forecasters warned that by 
the weekend, the storm’s path could vary 
significantly from the current projection.
Florida residents were urged to en-
sure they had batteries, drinking water, 
food and other supplies.
“We must prepare for the worst and 
hope for the best,” said Joe Martinez, 
chairman of the Miami-Dade County 
Commission.
Officials in Charleston, South 
Carolina, also warned residents to moni-
tor Irene closely. It has been six years 
since a hurricane hit the South Carolina 
coast, said Joe Farmer of the state 
Emergency Management Division.
Police and civil protection officials 
in the Dominican Republic made their 
way along the beaches of the country’s 
northern coast to warn people away 
from the surging sea. Resorts pulled up 
the umbrellas and lounge chairs as the 
storm made its way toward the country. 
At the Wyndham Tangerine, a hotel in 
the resort area of Sosua and Cabarete, 
the staff converted a conference room 
into a temporary storm refuge for 300 
people, said deputy general manager 
Karen Gonzalez.
Jose Manuel Mendez, director of 
the country’s Emergency Operations 
Center, said that only about 135 peo-
ple were in public shelters, but that 
hundreds of others were staying with 
friends and family to avoid the storm, 
which was expected to drop as much 
as 14 inches (35 centimeters) at higher 
elevations.
The hurricane earlier cut power to 
more than a million people in Puerto 
Rico, downing trees and flooding streets 
on Monday. There were no reports of 
deaths or major injuries on the island, 
but Gov. Luis Fortuno declared a state 
of emergency and urged people to stay 
indoors to avoid downed power lines, 
flooded streets and other hazards.
The hurricane is expected to pass 
near or over the Turks and Caicos 
Islands and the southeastern Bahamas 
on Tuesday.
MOSCOW — Russian mil-
itary officers flew to North 
Korea for talks about renew-
ing military ties on Monday 
as North Korean leader Kim 
Jong Il’s armored train rolled 
through the resource-rich far 
east of Russia on his secre-
tive journey to a summit with 
President Dmitry Medvedev.
Kim is to meet Medvedev 
later this week near Lake 
Baikal in eastern Siberia dur-
ing his first visit to his coun-
try’s Cold War ally in nine 
years. North Korea is increas-
ingly showing signs it is pre-
pared to restart six-nation dis-
armament talks in exchange 
for aid, after more than a year 
of tension during which it 
shelled a South Korean border 
island and allegedly torpedoed 
a South Korean warship.
Russian military officials 
arrived in the North Korean 
capital on Monday for a five-
day visit, the ITAR-Tass 
news agency reported from 
Pyongyang. The Russian 
Defense Ministry said the 
talks will focus on the re-
newal of military coopera-
tion between the countries, 
possible joint exercises “of a 
humanitarian nature” and an 
exchange of friendly visits by 
Russian and North Korean 
ships.
Russia and North Korea 
also will discuss “possibili-
ties of joint exercises and 
training of search and rescue 
operations for sinking ves-
sels as well as providing assis-
tance to people during natural 
disasters.”
Military expert Alexander 
Golts said North Korea’s goal 
in inviting the Russian mili-
tary could be to assuage fears 
of instability as Russia is con-
sidering building a natural gas 
pipeline through North Korea. 
The pipeline is expected to be 
one of the main topics of Kim 
and Medvedev’s talks.
Golts said it was highly 
unlikely Russia would renew 
arms sales to North Korea, 
which would not be in its in-
terests as a participant in the 
six-party talks. He also noted 
the low level of the Russian 
delegation, which is led by the 
commander of Russia’s east-
ern military district.
In Washington, State 
Department spokeswoman 
Victoria Nuland said that 
Russia — as “a partner in the 
six-party talks” shares the 
view we all have: “In order to 
get back to the talks, we need an 
improvement in North-South 
relations, and we need the 
DPRK to show concrete steps 
towards denuclearization.”
She said that “one would 
hope and expect that if we have 
the leader in Russia, that these 
points are being made to him.”
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TORONTO — Jack Layton, a folksy and 
charismatic political leader who guided his 
party to become the dominant opposition group 
in Canada’s Parliament while battling severe 
health problems, died Monday of cancer. He 
was 61.
Layton hobbled through the campaign ear-
lier this year as he recovered from a broken hip 
and prostate cancer. Under his upbeat leader-
ship the leftist New Democrats outpolled the 
Liberals and became the official opposition 
party for the first time in their 50-year history.
The New Democrat party issued a state-
ment saying Layton died peacefully Monday 
morning at his Toronto home, surrounded by 
family and loved ones. Only weeks ago, a gaunt 
Layton shocked Canadians when he held a 
news conference to announce he was fighting a 
second bout of cancer.
The spring campaign started out looking 
like a straight battle between Canadian Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper and the Liberals’ 
Michael Ignatieff, with Layton recovering from 
prostate cancer and a broken hip.
But Layton’s party scored its historic win by 
garnering 103 seats in the May federal election, 
up from a previous 37.
Layton’s cheerful message, his strong per-
formance in the debates, and his popularity in 
the French-speaking province of Quebec went 
over well with voters. He once was voted the 
politician Canadians would most want to have 
a beer with.
He was a native of Montreal, and a photo of 
him wearing a Montreal Canadiens jersey and 
pouring a beer during the hockey playoffs went 
viral in Quebec.
But Harper’s Conservative government won 
a coveted majority government in part because 
the left-center vote in Canada split between the 
Liberals and New Democrats.
Harper said he was deeply saddened by 
Layton’s death.
“When I last spoke with Jack following his 
announcement in July, I wished him well and 
he told me he’d be seeing me in the House of 
Commons in the fall. This, sadly, will no longer 
come to pass,” Harper said in a statement.
Harper later spoke to the nation in a tele-
vised address from Parliament.
“Jack Layton will be remembered for the 
force of his personality and dedication to public 
life,” Harper said. “We have all lost an engaging 
personality and a man with strong principles.”
Harper, who sometimes plays the piano and 
sings, said he regretted not getting a chance to 
“jam” with Layton, who played the guitar, piano, 
harmonica and accordion.
Canadians left flowers and cards at the eter-
nal flame on Parliament Hill, where the flag on 
the peace tower was lowered to half-staff.
Layton announced in February 2010 that 
he had been battling prostate cancer but he 
continued a crowded schedule while getting 
treatment.
He lost a considerable amount of weight 
and his voice was very weak when he said last 
month that his battle with prostate cancer was 
going well but that recent tests showed he had 
a new form of cancer. He not did elaborate on 
what type of cancer was discovered.
On the quiet Toronto side street where 
Layton lived, friends and neighbors stopped by, 
some bearing flowers.
“He was someone you could have a beer 
with,” said Ted Hawkins, who laid a single red 
rose on the doorstep. “He was a very down-to-
earth person.”
Canada
Weather North	Korea
Toronto opposition leader Jack Layton dies
By	Rob	Gillies	
The Associated Press
Hurricane Irene makes 
way toward Hispaniola, US
By	Ezequiel	Abiulopez	
The Associated Press
Photo: Ricardo Arduengo/The Associated Press
Civil defense workers remove fallen trees from a road after Hurricane Irene hit the 
area in Naguabo, Puerto Rico, on Monday.
Photo: Jacques Boissinot/The Associated Press
In this Sept. 28, 2008, photo, federal NDP Leader 
Jack Layton waves to supporters in Toronto. 
Layton died Monday of cancer.
Kim’s Russia 
trip focuses 
on energy issue
By	Hyung-Jin	Kim	and	
Nataliya	Vasilyeva	
The Associated Press
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Save at 
Redeker’s 
Furniture 
Outlet
Area Rugs 
Bedrooms 
Canvas Art 
Chairs
Counter Stools
Dining Tables
End Tables
Lamps
Recliners
Sectionals
Sofas
TV Stands
www.redekers.com
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The Brand You Trust
Innerspring Euro Top
 $87
SPECIAL PURCHASE
 Twin set $228
 Full set $314
 Queen set $342
 Twin set $319
 Full set $408
 Queen set $442
 Twin set $348
 Full set $416
 Queen set $442
Comfort Plush
 $133
Premiere Euro Top
 $244
Superior Memory Foam
 $253
Twin 
Mattress 
Only
Twin 
Mattress 
Only
Twin 
Mattress 
Only
Twin 
Mattress 
Only
Directly behind Redeker’s in Boone  |  Only 10 minutes from west Ames
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1Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street 
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
“All work done by the bodies needs.”
New clients always welcome.
Massage Types
Full body or specific area
  • Deep tissue
  • Swedish massage
  • Energy work
  • Chronic problems 
515.294.4123      www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds	 	 	 	 		classified@iowastatedaily.com
Got an iastate.edu email?
Post online for FREE!
CHECK OUT THE  
You have an interest.
We have a job.
The Iowa State Daily public relations department is seeking an art director. 
Job will include designing promotional material for the Daily events, 
contests and all Daily advertising. Work with the editorial department to 
layout pages for Unions. Design and distribution of internal newsletter.
Art Director-ISD Public Relations
Approximately 10 hours/week
Pay $7.25/hour
Skills:
     Creative Suite 5
     Photography Skills
     Brand Management
     Design System Management
Preferred, but not required:
     HTML
     CSS
     Web Design
     
why the 
 daily
Applications online at www.iowastatedaily.com, or stop by 108 Hamilton Hall, or email a 
resume to public_relations@iowastatedaily.com
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
Looking for a great way to earn extra  
income?
JOIN THE WEST CENTRAL® TEAM THIS FALL!
- Work flexible hours  - Earn competitive pay 
- Work in a safe and fun environment
WE NEED YOU!
Who? Enthusiastic, hard-working individuals
Where? All West Central Cooperative locations
When? Mid-September for approximately 8 weeks
Why?  To fill part-time, flexible harvest positions
OFFICE/SCALE HOUSE
Assist in general office procedures relating to the harvest season,
with major emphasis on truck weighing and scale ticket operations.
OFFICE/TESTING STATION
Accurately sample loads, grade the sample for moisture, foreign 
material, and other grading factors, and report the grade results to the 
scale operator.
GRAIN/ELEVATOR
Provide assistance in the handling and unloading of customer’s grain,
and to provide equipment maintenance and general labor support
during the fall harvest season.
Training provided
Work hours:  Monday-Sunday (Hours will vary)
Stop at any West Central location to apply or contact Kelsey Nation:
By mail:  West Central, PO Box 68, Ralston IA 51459-0068
By phone:   712-667-3365 or 800-522-1946 ext. 1365
         By e-mail:   kelseyn@westcentral.net 
EEO/AA Employer
Pre-Employment Drug Screen Required
Locations: Adair, Audubon, Beaver, Boone, Boxholm, Casey, Dawson, Exira, Gowrie,
Halbur, Hamlin, Jefferson, Paton, Ralston, Scranton, Templeton, Woodward
Seeking part-time certified drug & 
alcohol counselors to join the team 
with Boone County Recovery Center .  
Desired candidate will have skills for 
assessment, facilitating adult men’s 
 
& women’s groups.   
515.432.1519
HELP WANTED
Energetic Swim Instructors
NEEDED
• Fall Semester •  
Tripswim@gmail.com
for more information/application  
 
Email: Trip Hedrick: 
Swim America
Learn-to-swim Program
Cyclone Swim School LLC
seeks energetic swim 
lesson instructors for
Excellent pay and instructor to 
student ratio of 1:2 or better!
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
References • Insured & Bonded • 23 years Experience
    • Rentals 
    • Sorority &
        Fraternity
• Residential Cleaning
• Getting Your Home 
   Ready For the Market
  • Windows
  • Deep Cleaning
Submit your engagement, wedding, civil union or 
retirement in the Daily’s next Unions section. It’s 
easy and it’s FREE!
submit your announcement online at iowastatedaily.com/unions
or stop into 108 hamilton hall for a submission application.Publishes, August 31     Deadline, August 24, at noon
Let your friends, family 
& the ISU community 
know about your big 
day in a big way!
Now hiring DJ Trainees and 
Photo Booth Operators; FUN 
part-time job, excellent pay, 
no experience necessary. 
Apply at www.StevesMobil-
eMusic.com
!Bartending! $250/day 
potential. No experience 
necessary. Training available. 
1-800-965-6520 ext. 161.
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM 
Paid survey takers needed 
in Ames. 100% FREE to join! 
Click on Surveys.
Ames nightclub is looking 
for energetic girls with great 
personalities who love to 
dance. Apply at 111 5th St 
Ames or call 515-233-5445
Service 
Showcase
Iowa State Football Security 
Open Interviews! Want to be 
an essential part of Cyclone 
Nation on game day? We 
can provide you that op-
portunity! Come to Hilton 
Coliseum Aug. 22nd-25th 
10am-5pm for an interview. 
Join our team as security, 
ticket taker, usher, parking 
or event staff! To set up an 
interview contact us at: Call 
(515)564-8165 or des-
moines@csc-usa.com Drop 
in interviews also welcome 
Email desmoines@csc-usa.
com
'99 black Honda Accord EX 4 
door sedan in good condi-
tion for sale. $3800. Please 
contact 515-203-1224.
Students! Used furniture, 
antiques and home decor. 
Furniture Zone 1018 Story 
Street, Boone. 515-432-
8987. Open Monday-Satur-
day, 11a.m -5p.m.
FOR SALE-Oak kitchen table 
with four swivel chairs and 
two leaves,$70 Cash,296-
0032
 Sublease your apartment in the Daily!
(If you don’t fi nd a subleaser in the fi rst 5 days, we’ll pay for an extra 3)
Change in plans for next semester?
TUTORS
fall semester
Spanish, French, German, 
Japanese, Portuguese
515-233-2185  |  515-232-5507
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Submit your engagement, wedding, civil union or 
retirement in the Daily’s next Unions section. It’s 
easy and it’s FREE!
submit your announcement online at iowastatedaily.com/unions
or stop into 108 hamilton hall for a submission application.Publishes, August 31     Deadline, August 24, at noon
Let your friends, family 
& the ISU community 
know about your big 
day in a big way!
TM
Look online at iowastatedaily.com for your weekly Target ad.
TM
Yesterdays Solution
Crossword
Leo
Daily Horoscope : by Nancy Black
Today’s Birthday (08/23/11). 
Does a butterfly remember 
being a caterpillar? You’re 
going through your own 
metamorphosis. When all 
is done and you leave your 
cocoon, will you recognize 
the person that you are? 
Have a nice trip. You can 
invent yourself as the person 
you most want to be.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest 
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries  March 21-April 19 
Today is an 8 -- Discipline is 
useful today. Heed the voice 
of experience, and look for 
hidden resources. Practice 
pays off. You have the drive, so 
put it to work on the details.
Taurus April 20-May 20 
Today is an 8 -- You’ve 
achieved a lot. Now enjoy it! 
The next month brings luck 
and romance. Travel could 
tempt you to new experiences. 
Get out and shake it up.
Gemini May 21-June 21
Today is an 8 -- Use a winning 
formula. Invest in good materials. 
Deliver quality results, and gather 
up the riches. Home’s the place 
to be this month. Discussion 
leads to a profitable plan.
Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is a 9 -- Rely on a loved one 
(and your own common sense). 
Keep the momentum up. You’re 
getting more and more curious ... 
take advantage of this laser-like 
concentration. Study. Write.
Leo  July 23-Aug. 22
Today is an 8 -- It’s easier to 
make money for the next month. 
Little successes add up. You 
see the value of excellence. A 
female brings great news, and 
an elder offers partnership.
Virgo  Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
Today is a 9 -- You’re the star 
for the next month. Friends 
support you, and you have the 
advantage. People want what 
you’re selling. Work may include 
travel. Keep the speech brief.
Libra  Sept. 23-Oct. 22 
Today is an 8 -- The next 
month is great for organizing 
and housecleaning. Finish old 
projects, and clear space for new. 
Write something. Take a day trip 
or a hike to reward yourself.
Scorpio  Oct. 23-Nov. 21
Today is a 7 -- Your team can 
help you get out of your head and 
into action. Focus on friendship 
and love to find satisfaction
Finances start to open up.
Sagittarius  Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
Today is a 9 -- Your common 
sense and positive thoughts are 
very attractive now. Find beauty 
in places and situations that 
are normally not so beautiful. 
You may be surprised.
Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
Today is an 8 -- When 
confronted with challenges, 
take the philosophical high 
road. This next month is good 
for travel and for launching new 
projects. Enjoy epic dreams.
Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
Today is an 8 -- Being organized 
is an asset. This comes easier 
now. Keep track of details, 
and expand your portfolio. 
Stash away reserves.
Pisces Feb. 19-March 20 
Today is an 8 -- For the 
foreseeable future, focus on 
strengthening partnerships. You 
could start by writing letters, 
sending emails or posting witty 
thoughts publicly. Participate.
Word of the Day:
runic   ROO-nik
adjective
1.Having some secret or mysterious meaning.
2.Consisting of or set down in runes.
3.Referring to an interlaced form seen on ancient 
monuments, metalwork, etc., of the northern 
European peoples.
Example:
To that end, he hid the secret in this 
runic code.
just 
sayinwh
at
?
Hey Ames, WE’RE BACK!!!
•••
Haven’s even started Grad School 
at the University of South Dakota 
yet, and I already miss ISU...
•••
I’m tired of girls saying they don’t 
understand fantasy football, you do 
it every year in your soroities 
•••
Summer over already?
How did that happen?
•••
Freshman are avoidable until they 
throw up in front of your door.
•••
Alarm clock... Why do you do this to me???
•••
Flashing people at a party is not a 
good way to introduce yourself. 
 •••
Hey, you’re in college now. Learn to walk.
  •••
To the guy with the one shoulder 
backpack and huge muscles... 
You give me butterflies.
Submit your just sayin’ to iowastatedaily.net/games
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Trivia
About one in every 4 million lobsters is born with a rare genetic defect that turns it blue. 
One in every 30 million is yellow.
The hole in your shirt that you put your arm through is called an armsaye.
School buses are some of the safest rides around. Children are 80 times more likely to 
be killed while walking to school than while taking the bus.
Random Facts:
Across
1 Close-up lens
6 Jazz jobs
10 Con game
14 The American dream, 
e.g.
15 Colosseo city
16 “__, Can You Hear 
Me?”: song from 
“Yentl”
17 Road hog
20 Pvt. driller
21 Drips in the ER
22 Arm-twisting
23 Ritzy apartment 
feature
26 __ mater
27 Hog heaven
32 Frank topper
34 Diddly, in Durango
35 Nietzsche’s “never”
36 Bush’s under-
graduate classmates
37 Truth-in-advertising 
agcy.
38 Disconcert
39 Candy with 
collectible dispensers
40 Flying start?
42 I-beam, e.g.
44 Hog wild
47 River in central 
Germany
48 Diamond-patterned 
structure, as a trellis
51 Black suit
54 Hither’s partner
55 Beach shade
56 Whole hog
60 GI’s supply
61 Mindless learning
62 Shrink in increments
63 It’s history
64 Rephrase, say
65 South-of-the-border 
sir
Down
1 Center
2 “A watched pot never 
boils” is one
3 Bring under a single 
control
4 Dusting aid
5 __ Miss
6 Kowtow
7 Chits in the pot
8 Baseball VIPs
9 Got ready to ride
10 Slinky shape
11 Auel’s “The Clan of 
the __ Bear”
12 King Kong’s kin
13 Viking’s landing place
18 Big name in copiers
19 Cuban dance
24 Baseball scoring 
stats
25 Shrek’s sidekick 
Donkey, e.g.
26 Run __: postpone 
the bar bill
28 Take out of the 
carton
29 Also
30 Fitting description?
31 Nostradamus, for one
32 Auto taken back, 
briefly
33 Topog. map stat
37 Uncle Remus 
appellation
38 Stew
40 First Mayflower 
passenger to set foot 
on Plymouth Rock, so 
it’s said
41 Neighborhood 
improvement target
42 Beanstalk threat
43 Hairy TV cousin
45 Sizzling
46 Room for a broom
49 “No prob!”
50 Sign up to compete
51 Trade
52 Arizona tribe
53 Bread machines, for 
short?
54 Hairy Himalayan 
legend
57 Valance holder
58 Legal thing
59 “__ you serious?”
1. What’s the only state 
capital with professional 
sports teams in the four 
largest major league sports?
2. What controversial 
novel, published in 1951 
begins at Pencey Prep?
3. Bush nominated this 
chairman of Goldman 
Sachs to serve as Treasury 
secretary in May 2006?
5. This large Chinese 
province means “four 
streams” and is also known 
for its spicy cuisine?
6. This American Ship 
exploded in 1898, 
precipitating the Spanish-
American War?
7. This carbohydrate, 
the primary sugar in 
milk, is best known for  
its “intolerance?”
8. According to T.S. Eliot, 
“April is the cruelest 
month” in what poem?
ANSWER: Atlanta
ANSWER: The Catcher in the Rye
ANSWER: Henry Paulson
ANSWER: Sichuan/Szechwan
ANSWER: USS Maine
ANSWER: lactose
ANSWER: The Waste Land
Complete the grid so
each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
SOLUTION TO
MONDAY’S PUZZLE
Level: 
1 2
3 4
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Lancôme introduces 
an all-in-one liner and 
shadow 5-Pan Palette
Finally! The day has arrived where you no 
longer need to clutter your bathroom and make-
up stands with multiple liners and shadows for 
your weekly beauty routines — the 5-Pan Palette 
has arrived thanks to Lancôme.
These small compacts are loaded with four 
complementary shadow shades and one defin-
ing liner shade. Each compact has its own per-
sonality fit toward the look you’re going for. Do 
you want a splash of purple allure? Check out 
Amethyst Glam. If you want a warm golden look, 
you can glam up or down with Kissed by Gold.
The combinations are endless with the five 
pans. The palette features Lancôme’s iconic 
Color Design shadows that are perfectly pig-
mented for shimmery highlights and/or dark 
matte finishes. However you want to create your 
five-pan look, you’ll be sure to have a flawless 
long-lasting finish.
Another benefit of these products is the size. 
Five pans are perfect to throw into your clutch 
for any late-night touch ups or into your purse 
before a big interview.
If you aren’t very experienced with makeup, 
fear not. Check out makeup artist Michelle 
Phan’s Bronze Beauty YouTube tutorial featur-
ing Kissed by Gold to get makeup tips and tricks 
for using the five pans.
Lancôme 5-Pan Palettes are available at 
lancôme-usa.com and at any Lancôme counter 
for $48.
Last year, bright-colored 
pants popped up in stores 
everywhere and the trend is 
still looking hot for this fall. 
Karen Walker, Yigal Azrouel 
and 3.1 Philip Lim featured 
super-saturated hues in their 
most recent fashion week col-
lections. If you weren’t bold 
enough to try the look last 
season, this is your oppor-
tunity because this style is a 
must-have for your back-to-
school shopping list.
Pair the Crayola-inspired 
pants with a bright-colored 
top for a color-blocking look. 
Add some chunky jewelry 
and you’ll be ready for a night 
out on the town. Looking for 
a more casual appeal? Try a 
neutral top with simple jewel-
ry to tone down the bold style. 
If you want to go for a more 
professional appeal, wear the 
pants with a long tank top and 
a blazer.
The look isn’t hard to 
come across. Affordable ver-
sions of this runway look are 
available online and at stores 
including Forever21, Urban 
Outfitters and Nordstrom.
Whether you want to rock 
the style with cropped pants, 
skinny jeans or wide-legged 
trousers, be sure to pick up 
a pair to complete your fall 
wardrobe.
Fall is the season of fashion and 
going back to school is a perfect op-
portunity to experiment with this 
season’s emerging beauty trends. 
Unfortunately for some, starting the 
new semester can mean less time 
spent getting ready in the morning. 
Learn how to incorporate fall’s run-
way-inspired beauty trends into your 
morning routine without having to 
set back your alarm. 
Bold brows
Androgyny is a reoccurring trend 
this year, and with it comes strong, 
statement-making brows. Defining 
your brows is a simple way to frame 
your face without looking over-pro-
cessed. If you have accidentally over-
plucked, fill in sparse areas with shad-
ow or pencil. To be sure they stay in 
place, use a brow set or apply a small 
dab of hairspray to your brows.
MAC Cosmetics Brow Set $15 
Younkers Valley West
Spider-leg lashes
Mascara is a must. It only takes a 
few coats to look wide awake instant-
ly. Layers of lashes were seen for miles 
on the runway this fall. There is no 
need to make a mess with eye shadow 
before class; long and luscious are all 
you need. It is important to coat the 
bottom lashes as well as the top to cre-
ate a wide-eyed, baby-doll look.
DiorShow Mascara $24.50 
Sephora
Cyclone rules
Scarlet lips are the color of choice 
this season. Luckily for Cyclone fans, 
sporting this trend can be a fun way to 
dress up your tailgate attire. Though 
this head-turning trend may be too 
intense for class, a red tinted moistur-
izer or gloss is a perfect way to add a 
pop of color and incorporate the run-
way look during the day.
VS makeup lipgloss in P.D.A. 
$12 Victoria’s Secret
Pony up
Late risers are in luck this fall. 
From bed head to slicked-back, po-
nytails have been galloping down the 
runway. The pony trend encourages 
every variation of the convenient go-
to do, so feel free to experiment with 
different styles. 
Lovemaegan.com has free hair 
tutorials great for hairstyle 
inspiration.
It’s that time of year again. 
Time to switch gears from 
the bright pink summer nail 
colors and bring out your fa-
vorite fall shades. With the 
new nail color trends this fall, 
saying goodbye to summer 
is a little more bearable. The 
trends this fall aren’t your 
typical shades.
Main nail brands such as 
OPI, Essie and Chanel have 
gone above and beyond to 
make their fall 2011 collec-
tions better than ever. The 
colors this season seem to 
be on opposite ends of the 
spectrum. The main trends 
include some blues, both dark 
and light, a few bright corals 
and oranges.
However, the leading 
trend this season throughout 
some of the new collections 
is exhibiting colors of the 
nude, beige and gray family. 
This color has been given the 
nickname “greige.” “Greige” 
is a neutral tone that is a mix 
of gray, beige, nude and taupe.
The OPI “Touring 
America” collection, as well 
as the Essie Fall 2011 collec-
tion, really encompass this 
leading trend with their sur-
plus of nude, gray and beige 
shades. If this is the palette 
for you, some recommended 
colors would be “French 
Quarter for your Thoughts” 
or “A Taupe the Space 
Needle” from OPI’s “Touring 
America” collection.
If you prefer other brands, 
Essie’s “Mink Muffs,” “Case 
Study” or “Power Clutch” are 
also some great colors for that 
color scheme.
If you aren’t into the 
neutrals, never fear, Chanel 
and OPI have the colors just 
for you this season. Chanel 
features a mini-collection 
cleverly titled “Les Jeans 
de Chanel,” which includes 
three beautiful blues that will 
brighten up your fall trends.
Also, OPI’s fall collection 
features some corals and or-
anges such as “Are We There 
Yet?” and “My Address is 
Hollywood” that will give you 
that extra pop of color. No 
matter if you are into blues, 
corals or grays, the fall 2011 
nail trends will have some-
thing just for you that will give 
you the ultimate manicure 
this fall.
Essie and OPI polishes 
are available at Target or “It’s 
All About Me” located on 
Main Street. Chanel shades 
are available at department 
stores or online only.
Editor: Ainsley Chapman, 
ainsley.chapman@iowastatedaily.com
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Five-in-one palettes offer 
endless opportunities
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‘Greige’ is a 
neutral tone that 
is a mix of gray, 
beige, nude and 
taupe.
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